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ABSTRACT

Using Cluster Analysis to Evaluate the Academic
Performance of Demographic
Homogeneous Subsets
by
Jeffrey N. Halsell
Dr. R obert S. M cCord, Exam ination Com m ittee Co-Chair
Professor o f Educational Leadership
U niversity o f N evada, Las Vegas
Dr. Chad L. Cross, Exam ination Comm ittee Co-Chair
Professor o f Biostatistics
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

N o Child Left Behind (NCLB) requires states to develop, under very specific
conditions, a valid and reliable system o f m easurem ent that m eets certain requirem ents
while neglecting others. One such provision is a system o f assessm ents that holds all
schools to the sam e academic criteria, regardless o f circum stance, w hile at the same time
acknow ledging an achievem ent gap exists between certain subpopulations o f students.
N evada has developed such a program, which effectively fulfills the requirem ents o f
N CLB, and like N CLB, neglects to recognize the unique challenges for those schools
housing larger than average populations o f low er-perform ing students.
Historically, when discussing the achievem ent gap m uch attention has been
placed on social difficulties o f certain subpopulations, which m ay or m ay not contribute.
It is not the intention o f this study to exam ine social issues associated with racial
iii
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subgroups or special populations o f students. Regardless o f the contributing factors, it
w ill suffice to hypothesize a difference in subgroup performance exists. It is sim ply the
intention o f this study to exam ine the perform ance o f schools w ithin hom ogeneous
clusters developed through subgroup m em bership. It is the b elief o f this researcher that a
school’s dom inant student population will have a significant influence on academ ic
performance, w hich if not considered could result in grave consequences w ith respect to
NCLB. Using cluster analysis, schools were classified based upon dom inant student
populations and determ inations m ade concerning statistically significant differences in
mean reading and mean m ath CRT scale scores for those schools contained within
homogenous clusters.
It was found that although NCLB requires schools to report the academ ic
performance o f students belonging to subgroup’s American Indian, Asian, Hispanic,
African A m erican, W hite, lEP, LEP, and FRL, the only subgroups that provide valid and
measureable results were Asian, A frican Am erican, Hispanic, W hite, and lEP. Further,
schools did dem onstrate significant differences in m ean reading and m ean m ath scale
scores with select schools perform ing significantly above expectations, certain schools
perform ing significantly below expectations, and many dem onstrating no significant
difference relative to sim ilar populations located in homogeneous clusters.
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CH APTER 1

OVERVIEW
Introduction
The N evada Criterion Referenced Testing (CRT) program, m andated by
legislation in 1999 and first piloted in M ath and Reading during the 2000-2001 school
year, w as designed to m easure student academ ic achievem ent in N evada State Content
and Perform ance Standards (U.S. Departm ent o f Education, 2005). Results from the
CRT testing program w ere used to m onitor individual as well as school and district
performance on a pre-determ ined criterion o f correct responses. Grades three through
eight CRT achievem ents were evaluated using four levels o f ability;
em ergent/developing, approaches standards, meets standards, and exceeds standards. A
100-500 scale score system was used w ith scores greater than 300 representing m eets or
exceeds standards.

Students scoring 300 or greater on the N evada CRT exam ination

were designated as proficient w hile students scoring less than 300 w ere classified as
em ergent/developing or approaches standards and designated non-proficient.
In January, 2002, The Elem entary and Secondary Education A ct was reauthorized
through passage o f The N o Child Left Behind A ct (NCLB) Act (Public Law 107-110).
The state o f N evada, in response to federal requirem ents associated with NCLB,
realigned its state accountability guidelines through passage o f Senate Bill 1 during the

1
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19*'’ special session o f the N evada Legislature (S B l, 2003). To fulfill the requirements
associated w ith NCLB and S B l, the state o f N evada, each school district, and all public
school sites were evaluated annually on how well their student populations advanced
tow ard a predeterm ined level o f academic achievem ent. Adequate Y early Progress
(AYP), a term used by the United States D epartm ent o f Education (U SD O E) to describe
annual growth, was a prescriptive m easure designed to reach 100% proficiency for all
students on or before the 2013-2014 school year. A ssessm ents w ere adm inistered in
Reading and M athem atics for grades three through eight using the N evada Departm ent o f
Education (NDE) Criterion Referenced tests, grades five and eight using the NDE
W riting assessm ent, grades ten through twelve using the N evada H igh School Proficiency
Exam (N HSPE) in Reading and M athem atics, and grade eleven through tw elve w ith the
N HSPE W riting examination.
Section 1001.3 o f the N o Child Left Behind A ct o f 2001 (PL 107-110) recognized
an achievem ent gap existed between subclasses o f students and specifically stated the
purpose N C LB, among other things, was to;
"Close the achievem ent gap between high- and low -perform ing children,
especially the achievem ent gaps between m inority and nonm inority students, and
between disadvantaged children and their more advantaged peers.”
Identifying and reducing or elim inating an achievem ent gap betw een subclasses o f
students should be the goal o f all educators. Unfortunately, the C onsolidated State
A pplication A ccountability W orkbook, published by the U.S. D epartm ent o f Education
(U.S. D epartm ent o f Education, 2005) to provide guidance when designing a state
accountability system to m eet the requirem ents o f N C LB , called for an accountability
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system that holds all schools to the same criteria, regardless o f circum stance. N o
provisions were included for addressing the achievem ent gap that already existed, w hich
resulted in schools enrolling m ajority populations o f so called high-perform ing children
enjoying the rew ards that accom pany high-achieving schools while those housing a
majority o f low -perform ing disadvantaged students suffered the sanctions associated with
not m aking A dequate Y early Progress. It is the purpose o f this study to exam ine an
alternative m ethod for evaluating A dequate Yearly Progress that considers achievem ent
relative to population served.

The N evada Plan
NCLB requires all grade appropriate students to participate in state-m andated
testing w ith a m inim um o f 95% participation required to meet standards. In addition to
evaluating and reporting the percentage o f students participating, N C LB further requires
that schools report the rate o f proficiency for those students enrolled in a particular school
or district for the full academ ic school year. The full academic school year had been
defined as continuous enrollm ent from the official count day, w hich occurs on or about
the third week o f Septem ber, through the specified testing window, which for CRT
testing occurred in late M arch/early April. Therefore, when reporting the perform ance o f
a particular school, N C LB requires and reports the participation rate for all grade
appropriate students enrolled during the testing period, regardless o f date o f enrollment,
while proficiency rate w ould include only those students enrolled for the full academ ic
year. A sim ilar m easure is used to determ ine if a student’s academ ic result should be
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aggregated into district level reports, w ith students enrolled in the district after count day
exem pt from having their academic perform ance aggregated into district level reports.
In addition to evaluating the participation and proficient status for all eligible
students at the district and school level, results are further disaggregated into student
subgroups. The participation rate for subgroups w ith greater than 20 m em bers is
calculated using the proportion o f students participating with at least 95% needed to m eet
standards. For subpopulations w ith less than 20 m em bers, NCLB required all participate
less one, or n - 1. Proficiency rates were calculated for subgroups with 25 or more
m em bers using the proportion o f students that had been enrolled for the full academ ic
year and were m eeting or exceeding standards. A nd finally, the academ ic performances
for subgroup populations with fewer than 25 m em bers were not to be reported, regardless
o f the perform ance o f its members.
Reported subgroups include all m ajor ethnic groups (A m erican Indian /A laskan
Native, Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, African American, and W hite), students with
Individual Education Plans (lEP), students w ith Lim ited English Proficiency (LEP), and
students eligible for Free or Reduced Lunches (FRL). All eligible students will be in the
school or district participation rate w ith those enrolled for the full academ ic year in the
school or district academ ic perform ance report. One exception is a small percentage o f
students not reported in an ethnic group, m ost will also be m em bers of, and therefore
evaluated in, a unique ethnic group. This reporting o f ethnic groups results in the
m ajority o f student participation rates and academ ic results reported twice. And, besides
being evaluated in the school or district report and ethnic group, m any students are also
m em bers of, and therefore evaluated in, one or m ore special program s. This m ethod o f
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reporting by subgroup population results in an academically eligible student’s
perform ance evaluated at least twice and up to as many as five times.
The U nited States D epartm ent o f Education requests that all states receiving funds
through the Title I program participate in NCLB. U nder N CLB, annual reports m ust
sum m arize student performance across 37 separate areas, each area evaluated
independently, using a simple pass-fail criterion. Each school m ust have at least 95%
participation in English/Language Arts (ELA) and m ath testing, w ith subgroups enrolling
less than 20 students allowed a m axim um o f one non-participant. Participation rate is
calculated for the school as whole, students that are enrolled as A m erican Indian/A laskan
Native, A sian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, African American, or W hite, students w ith an
lE P, students that are LEP, and students that qualify for FRL. Schools m ust also reach a
pre-determ ined percentage o f proficiency in ELA and math, using only those students
that have been enrolled for the full academic year. Evaluations are m ade for the school
as a whole, each o f the five previously m entioned ethnic groups w ith 25 or more students,
and each o f the three special populations w ith 25 or m ore members. A nd lastly, schools
m ust adequately perform one other indicator (01) at the school level. For elem entary and
m iddle schools, the 01 measure is average daily attendance o f 90% or m ore with high
schools requiring a graduation rate o f 50% or more.
W hile participation rate, graduation rate, and average daily attendance are
im portant variables to consider, the prim ary intention behind NCLB legislation is to
narrow and, if possible, elim inate the achievem ent gap that exists between discrete ethnic
and special populations (Kim & Sunderman, 2005). Section 1001 o f the N o Child Left
Behind A ct o f 2001 (PL 107-110) specifically states:
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“The purpose o f this title is to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and
significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a
m inim um , proficiency on challenging State academic achievem ent standards and
state academic assessm ents. This purpose can be accomplished by —
1.

ensuring that high-quality academic assessm ents, accountability systems,
teacher preparation and training, cum culum , and instructional materials are
aligned with challenging State academic standards so that students, teachers,
parents, and administrators can m easure progress against common
expectations for student academic achievem ent;

2. meeting the educational needs o f low -achieving children in our Nation's
highest-poverty schools, limited English proficient children, migratory
children, children with disabilities, Indian children, neglected or delinquent
children, and young children in need o f reading assistance;
3.

closing the achievem ent gap between high- and low -perfom iing children,
especially the achievem ent gaps between m inority and nonm inority students,
and between disadvantaged children and their more advantaged peers;”

Statement o f the Problem
NCLB mandates all schools be evaluated annually using the same criteria without
consideration for unique factors, such as larger than average low -perform ing or special
needs populations. While designed to eliminate the achievem ent gap betw een high and
low perform ing students, N CLB, in its current design, singles out for sanctions and
excludes from rewards schools serving racially diverse, special needs student populations
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(Kane, Staiger & G eppert, 2001; Kim & Sunderman, 2005). Considering the high stakes
associated with failing to m eet A dequate Yearly Progress, is the statute m andating
schools are evaluated using a standardized approach, w ithout first considering the
school’s unique population and achievem ent relative to others w ith a similar
dem ographic profile, sound federal policy?

Purpose o f the Study
It is the purpose o f this study to evaluate the efficacy o f N C LB using N evada
standards based CRT results to determ ine if overall academic perform ance and annual
progress can be evaluated with respect to unique dem ographic characteristics. It is
hypothesized that a school’s dom inant student population will have a significant
influence on academic perform ance and w ould enhance results if considered. By using
cluster analysis, schools were classified using dom inant student populations and
decisions will be made about achievem ent using statistically significant differences in
mean reading and m ean m ath CRT scale scores. This study should determ ine if academ ic
performance is influenced by dem ographic profile, and, if so, w hich schools sharing
sim ilar dem ographic profiles perform above or below expectations.

Research Questions
The research questions for this study are:
1.

W hich dem ographic variables, as recognized through N CLB, generate
unique and hom ogeneous clusters o f five or more schools?
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a. D em ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters w hen
exam ining the A m erican Indian/Alaskan Native subpopulation.
b. Demographic variables generate unique and homogeneous clusters w hen
exam ining the A sian subpopulation.
c.

D em ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters w hen
exam ining the H ispanic subpopulation.

d. Demographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the A frican A m erican subpopulation.
e.

Demographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters w hen
exam ining the W hite subpopulation.

f.

Demographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters w hen
exam ining the lEP subpopulation.

g. Demographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters w hen
exam ining the LEP subpopulation.
h. Demographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the FRL subpopulation.
2.

D oes a statistically significant difference in mean reading CRT scale score
exist within hom ogeneous clusters o f five or more schools?
a.

I f the subgroup A m erican Indian/Alaskan N ative generated a unique and
hom ogeneous cluster o f five or m ore schools, certain schools will
dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in mean reading CRT
scale score.
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b. If the subgroup Asian generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.
c.

I f the subgroup Hispanic generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.

d. If the subgroup African Am erican generated a unique and hom ogeneous
cluster o f five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a
statistically significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.
e.

I f the subgroup White generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.

f.

If the subgroup lEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five
or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.

g. If the subgroup LEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five
or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.
h. If the subgroup FRL generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.
3.

Does a statistically significant difference in m ean m ath CRT scale score
exist w ithin homogeneous clusters o f five or more schools?
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a.

I f the subgroup A m erican Indian/Alaskan N ative generated a unique and
hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more schools, certain schools will
dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in m ean m ath CRT
scale score.

b. I f the subgroup A sian generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in mean math CRT scale score.
c.

I f the subgroup H ispanic generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in mean m ath CRT scale score.

d. If the subgroup A frican American generated a unique and homogeneous
cluster o f five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a
statistically significant difference in m ean math CRT scale score.
e.

If the subgroup W hite generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean math CRT scale score.

f.

I f the subgroup lEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five
or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean math CRT scale score.

g. If the subgroup LEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five
or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in m ean math CRT scale score.

10
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h. If the subgroup FRL generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically
significant difference in mean m ath CRT scale score.

Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework for this study involves considering alternative m ethods
when evaluating the academ ic performance o f state and local educational agencies. The
current practice o f determ ining AYP, using standardized m ethodologies, does not take
into consideration unique needs and characteristics o f districts and schools. The N evada
N CLB workbook references identical methods for measuring the academic achievem ent
o f students in Clark County, Nevada, the fifth largest urban school district in the United
States enrolling approxim ately 310,000 students, as it does Esm eralda County, N evada, a
rural district in west-central N evada enrolling approxim ately 68 students. Similar innerdistrict im balances occur when the academic perform ance o f upscale, affluent schools is
com pared to schools located in inner-city, high-risk neighborhoods.
The prim ary goal o f NCLB is to narrow, and if possible, elim inate the
achievem ent gap between minority and non-m inority students. U nfortunately, current
federal policy does not take into consideration, and thereby com pensate for, pre-existing
achievem ent gaps. It is the purpose o f this study to investigate an alternative m ethod that
will recognize academic success or failure w ith respect to pre-existing conditions and
unique dem ographic profiles.

II
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Sum m ary o f M ethodology
The proportion o f ethnic and special population students enrolled at indiyidual
school sites w ere standardized, using a m ean o f zero and standard deyiation o f one (|J=0,
a= 1 ), w ith cluster m em bership assigned using the TwoStep cluster algorithm . The
TwoStep m ethod, designed to handle continuous and categorical yariables, determ ined
cluster m em bership through m inim izing the distance between data points and
corresponding cluster centroids using log-likelihood distances. The initial TwoStep
cluster procedure generated eight unique clusters, corresponding to the eight standardized
variables (A m erican Indian, Asian, Hispanic, African American, W hite, lEP, LEP, ERL),
with the num ber o f clusters equal to the num ber o f yariables. I f the eight dependent
yariables did not generate eight unique hom ogeneous subsets, or when dependent
variables dem onstrated strong m ulticollinearity, the dependent variables were reduced to
elim inate ineffective or irrelevant variables and the TwoStep cluster procedure repeated
with «-less clusters.
W hen n hom ogeneous clusters were generated, each statistically significant to a
single variable, a One-W ay A nalysis o f Variance (ANOVA) procedure was perform ed on
each cluster to look for differences in m ean reading and mean math CRT scale scores.
The ANOVA tested the null hypothesis that there were no statistically significant
differences in m ean reading or m ean m ath CRT scale scores for schools located w ithin
each unique cluster. W hen a statistically significant difference in the m ean reading or
mean m ath CRT scale score w as found, and the cluster schools dem onstrated equal
variances, T ukey’s post-hoc test was used to identify which school’s perform ance on the

12
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reading or math CRT was significantly different from the others. In such cases w here
variances were unequal, Tam hane’s T2 post hoc procedure was used.

Sources o f D ata
The data source used for this study w as taken from the Clark County School
D istrict grades three through five reading and m ath CRT assessm ent results collected
during the spring, 2006 adm inistration. The data file included student level school
location name and code, ethnic and special population m em bership, enrollment
inform ation to identify enrollm ent before or after count day, reading and math CRT raw
scores, reading and math CRT scale scores, and level o f academ ic performance. This
data set fulfilled all requirements for test reliability and validity.

D efinition o f Term s
Analvsis o f V ariance (ANOVA) - Statistical tool used to identify the relationship
between a response variable and one or m ore explanatory variables (Neter, et. al., 1996).
Average Dailv A ttendance (ADA) - Refers to the average percentage o f students present
in a school over the course o f the year.
Adequate Yearlv Progress (AYP) - An accountability system prescribed by the federal
governm ent to determ ine if schools are m aking process tow ard narrow ing the
achievem ent gap and ensuring all students are proficient in the areas o f m athem atics and
English Language Arts by the 2 0 I3 -2 0 I4 school year.
Cluster Analvsis - A multivariate statistical procedure that reorganizes a data set into
relatively hom ogeneous groups (A ldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984).

13
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Construct V alidity- The extent to which variables accurately m easure the constructs o f
interest (Vogt, 1999).
Criterion-Referenced Test (CRT) - Refers to reading, m athematics, and science tests in
N evada based on state standards.
English Language Arts (ELA) - ELA assessm ents include reading and writing.
Free or R educed Price Lunch (ERL) - Refers to students qualifying for free or reduced
price lunches. Com m only used as a proxy for socio-economic status.
Individualized Education Plan (lEP) - Refers to students who receive special educational
services due to a learning disability or cognitive deficit.
Limited English Proficient (LEP) - Refers to students w ho are learning English as a
second language and qualify for English language learner (ELL) services.
No Child Left Behind (N CLB) - The com m only used nam e to refer to house referendum
1, the 2001 reauthorization o f the Elem entary and Secondary Education Act.
N evada D epartm ent o f Education (NDE) - The state o f N evada educational agency.
Other Indicator (01) - Refers to additional criteria used to evaluate schools. In N evada
other indicators include average daily attendance for elementary and m iddle schools and
graduation rate for high schools.
Percent A bove C ut (PAC) - Refers to the percentage o f students scoring at or above
proficient level on state standardized tests.
Socio Econom ic Status (SES) - Reflects the econom ic standing o f students' parents or
prim ary providers. Com m only derived from students' eligibility for free or reduced price
lunches.

14
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Summary
As mandated through NCLB and S B l the state o f N evada, each school district in
the state o f N evada, and all public school sites located within the state o f N evada will be
evaluated annually on how well their student populations advance tow ard a pre
determined level o f academic achievem ent w ith the eventual goal o f 100% proficiency on
or before the 2013-2014 school year. W hile designed to narrow, and if possible,
eliminate the achievem ent gap, states and districts are finding that certain elements o f the
law make it difficult, if not im possible, to m eet the requirements. Fluctuations resulting
from cohort abilities, as well as variations in ability level between hom ogeneous and
racially diverse schools, single out and punish those schools serving racially diverse and
large special needs populations. It is the purpose o f this study to exam ine the efficacy o f
considering unique dem ographic characteristics w hen evaluating overall academic
performance and annual progress.

15
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CHAPTER 2

REV IEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The N o Child Left Behind A ct o f 2002, the m ost recent reauthorization o f the
Elem entary and Secondary A ct o f 1965 (NCLB; Public Law No. 107-110, 115 Stat.
1425, 2002), was designed to guarantee all students receive a fair, equitable, high-quality
education. One m ajor provision o f NCLB is an annual measure o f A dequate Yearly
Progress (AYP) in English/language arts and m athematics. State, district and school
AYP m easurem ents are reported for the group as a w hole as well as for m ajor ethnic
groups, w hich include Am erican Indian /A laskan Native, A sian/Pacific Islander,
Hispanic, A frican A m erican, and W hite, students with Individual Education Plans (lEP),
students w ith Lim ited English Proficiency (LEP), and students eligible for Free or
Reduced Lunches (FRL). In addition to reports o f annual rate o f proficiency, states,
districts and schools also report percentage o f students participating, average daily
attendance and graduation rate, w here applicable.
To m eet requirem ents outlined through N CLB, the state o f N evada utilized an inplace system o f assessm ent. The N evada Criterion Referenced A ssessm ent (CRT)
program, w hich was initially m andated in 1999 and piloted for m ath and reading during
the 2000-2001 school year (U.S. D epartm ent o f Education, 2005), was adopted in 2002
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as the m easurem ent system to determ ine elem entary and middle school AYP. The
N evada CRT program evaluated how well an individual student, school or district
perform ed using a pre-determ ined criterion o f correct responses. Grades three through
eight CR Ts were evaluated using a 100-500 scale score system with scale scores o f 300
or greater representing meets or exceeds standards.

Adequate Yearlv Progress
As mandated through NCLB, N evada’s definition o f AYP requires all students to
be proficient in English/Language Arts and m athem atics by the 2013-2014 academic year
(Public Law 107-110). To determine the baseline rate o f proficiency, N evada used the
school percentile method, which involved ranking schools in term s o f subject area
proficiency while cum ulating enrollm ent up to and including the 20* percentile (M arion,
et. al., 2002). The rate o f proficiency for the school at the statewide 20* cumulative
percentile was the baseline perform ance rate for N evada in that particular subject area
with a separate m easure established for English/Language Arts and Math. Future targets
w ere established, using a tiered method, by subtracting from 100% the subject area
baseline and dividing that value by six, establishing six equal interval increases to an
eventual 100% proficiency at the 2013-2014 school year (LaM arca, 2005). While this
technique guaranteed 80% o f all school-w ide m easurem ents w ould achieve Adequate
Yearly Progress that first m easurem ent year, the m ethod did not consider subgroup
perform ance, w hich is also required for a school to make A dequate Yearly Progress.
Schools can fail to achieve AYP in three separate ways. The school could fail to
achieve participation and/or proficiency requirem ents in any one o f the nine separate
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areas for English/Language Arts, the school could also fail to achieve participation and/or
proficiency requirem ents in any one o f the nine separate areas for math, or the school
could fail to achieve the school-wide other indicator m easurem ent o f 90% A DA for
elementary and m iddle school or 50% graduation rate for high school. The nine separate
areas for failing AYP in ELA and M ath are the school-wide m easure, any one o f five
reported ethnic groups, or any one o f three special populations that includes lEP, LEP, or
FRL (LaM arca, 2005).
The penalty for not m aking Adequate Yearly Progress has been defined by
Keegan, Orr & Jones (2002) in “A dequate Yearly Progress: Results, not Process” . After
failing to m ake AYP for two continuous years in one or more areas o f ELA, math, or
school-wide other indicator, the school is identified as “in need o f im provem ent year 1”
(N l) and will:
•

Use federal funding to acquire technical assistance to im prove
achievem ent

•

D evelop a school im provem ent plan

•

O ffer school choice to all students

•

Provide transportation for those that choose to attend a different school

A fter three years o f failing to achieve adequate yearly progress in the sam e area the
school will be designated N2 and will:
•

Continue to use federal funding to acquire technical assistance to improve
achievem ent

•

D evelop a new school im provem ent plan

•

Continue to offer school choice to all students

18
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•

Continue to provide transportation for those that choose to attend a
different school

•

Use Title I funding to purchase and provide transportation to student
supplem ental educational services

I f the school fails to achieve AYP in the same subject area for four continuous years, the
school will be designated N3 and will:
•

Continue to use federal funding to acquire technical assistance to im prove
achievem ent

•

Develop a new school im provem ent plan

•

Continue to offer school choice to all students

•

Continue to provide transportation for those that choose to attend a
different school

•

Continue to use Title I funding to purchase, and provide transportation to,
student supplem ental educational services

•

Im plem ent district corrective actions that may include a change in school
leadership, staff or program m ing

If a school fails AYP in the same area for five continuous years (N4), the school should
prepare for com plete restructuring.
One final elem ent o f N CLB, the safe harbor stipulation, was included to insure
any school or subgroups that did not achieve the targeted rate o f proficiency but could
dem onstrate significant positive growth w ere not penalized. This provision allowed any
subgroup to pass, regardless o f rate o f proficiency, if that subgroup could dem onstrate a
10% or more reduction in non-proficient students and satisfy the subgroup other indicator
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provision. For example, if the lEP subgroup could decrease the percentage o f nonproficient students by at least 10%, and the average daily attendance for the lEP subgroup
was adequate, the lEP subgroup would make adequate yearly progress regardless o f the
original rate o f proficiency (Coladarci, 2003; Keegan, O rr & Jones; 2002).
Kane, Staiger & Geppert (2001) introduced tw o im portant points that deserve
consideration w hen evaluating performance. First, by requiring periodic increases to
student proficiency, N CLB overlooks natural fluctuations in year-to-year student
perform ance. Cohorts o f students can be very sensitive to the talents or row diness o f a
particular group and may increase or decrease rate o f proficiency based upon group
dynamics, not instructional practices. Therefore, reliance on the safe-harbor provision is
in effect a reliance on cohort stability. And secondly, the bill fails to recognize its im pact
on racially diverse schools. Schools with hom ogeneous populations report the
perform ance o f a single racial subgroup, whereas schools with diverse populations report
the perform ance o f many racial subgroups. Viewing each reported subgroup as an
independent evaluation increases a school’s probability o f not m eeting standards. Taking
into consideration the high correlation between race and special populations, minority
subgroups are m ore likely to belong to econom ically depressed and limited English
proficient subgroups, thereby increasing their propensity to not m eet requirem ents
through N CLB (Kane, Staiger & Gippert, 2001; Orfield, 1996; O rfield & Lee; 2005).

M easurem ent V aliditv and Reliabilitv
In m any states, including Nevada, the standards-setting process was carried out
w ithout know ledge o f future sanctions tied to NCLB.

Because each state was given the
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flexibility to develop their own standards-based assessm ents, levels o f difficulty tend to
vary from state to state. In 2001, M ississippi reported 39% o f their grade eight students
were perform ing at proficient or greater in state m andated criterion referenced testing,
Louisiana reported a m ere 7% proficient, and Texas an extraordinary 92% proficient
(Linn, B aker & Betebenner, 2002). As this exam ple illustrates, the definition o f
proficient can vary w ith states having low expectations more likely to achieve A dequate
Yearly Progress than those with am bitious testing criterion and high perform ance
standards (Linn, Baker & Betebenner, 2002).
A nother area o f concern is volatility resulting from m easurem ent error.
M easurem ent error is generated from two prim ary sources; sampling error caused by
testing a different group o f students each year, and m easurem ent error resulting from
environm ental influences such as a dog barking outside, feeling ill, etc. (Kane, Staiger &
Geppert, 2001 ; Hill & D ePascale, 2003; Linn & Haug, 2002). Cross-sectional
measurement, or the com parison o f current student populations to groups evaluated in
previous years, is a m ajor source o f sampling error. Cohort instability, such as having a
low perform ing group o f students replaced by an above-average group, can produce
fluctuations in year-to-year student performance. The influence o f sampling error on
AYP m easurem ents could produce different classifications each year with no significant
changes to instructional practices (Kane, Staiger & Geppert, 2001; Hill & DePascale,
2003).
Also significant to test volatility is m easurem ent error associated with subgroup
sample size. Small sample groups have the potential to produce large variations simply
due to num ber o f m easurem ents while larger subgroups tend to provide a more stable
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result. For exam ple, a subgroup with 10 members could realistically achieve 100%
proficiency as well as 0% proficiency whereas a subgroup o f 1000 w ould be unlikely to
report all o f its m em bers proficient or non-proficient. Sam pling error is a function o f the
square root o f sam ples, meaning every time the num ber o f students increases by a factor
o f four the sam pling error is halved (Hill & DePascale, 2003). For accountahility
purposes, N evada has determ ined that subgroups w ith less than 25 m em bers are too small
to provide statistically reliable results and will therefore not report their performance,
regardless o f outcome.

Large Scale Testing Program s
Central to NCLB is the annual measure and public report o f the academic
progress o f all students. The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (2004)
define a test as “a set o f tasks designed to elicit or a scale to describe exam inee behavior
in a specified domain, or a system for collecting sam ples o f an individual’s work in a
particular area (pg. 25).” A ccording to Haertel (1999), large scale assessm ents programs
serve four m ajor functions:
1.

Provide analysis to evaluate accountability program s and com pare/evaluate
schools and districts.

2. Publicly highlight educational concerns and issues.
3. Influence educational practice, curriculum and instruction.
4. Stim ulate effort on the part o f school adm inistrators, teachers, and students.
Linn (2000) views large scale assessm ent from another perspective. In his opinion, the
appeal for selecting large scale assessm ent program s as an agent for change is because:
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1. Com pared to changes in instructional practices, assessm ent program s are
relatively inexpensive.
2. A ssessm ent program s can be externally m andated, which is m uch easier than
exacting change in the classroom.
3. The im plem entation o f a large scale assessm ent program is relatively quick.
4. Results are visible and can be publicly reported.
Linn further points out m ost new large-scale assessm ent programs experience increases
in the first few years, w ith or w ithout any real academic gains. These short term gains,
largely due to construct related error through students and staff sim ply becom ing fam iliar
w ith the assessm ent mechanics, can provide quick and positive results.

Sampling Error
As indicated earlier, sam pling error will cause student results to vary from year to
year, even if the curriculum , instruction, and com m unity the students com e from rem ain
constant. H anushek & Raym ond (2002) view the simplest model o f student achievem ent
as:
A chievem ent = school + others
Where:
Others = ability + fa m ily + peers + history + error
It is their b elief a variety o f factors contribute to a school’s overall success or failure.
They conclude some aggregation o f the assessm ent can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness o f the school, but m uch will depend on factors that lie outside the school
environment.
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The assessm ent error com ponent, w hich could be positive or negative, will
include sam pling error, m easurem ent error, equating error, and system atic error (ArceF errer, Frisbie, and Kolen, 2002). Y en (1997) defines the additive com ponents o f the
PAC standard error for school i as:
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Where:

—^ = form effects, resulting from m ultiple versions o f the assessm ent w ith varying

F,

levels o f difficulty.
F, = num ber o f forms adm inistered at school i.

—F- = school by form interactions, due to alignm ent between form and curriculum.

F,

error generated through pupil sampling from finite population.
M y.

Ay.

Ay = num ber o f pupils in school i.
My = num ber o f pupils tested, considering all forms, in school i.
a l = variance in pupil observed scores (pooled w ithin school/within form).
R = proportion o f observed score variance relative to true score.
a l = a l ■R = variance in pupil true scores (pooled w ithin school).
o '1 = <
jI

■(1 - /?) = variance in pupil error scores (pooled within school/within form).

Sampling a group o f students from a finite population can generate extrem e shifts in
ability, dependent upon the sample selected. The same can be true when selecting a form
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or version o f an assessm ent from a group with varying levels o f difficulty. W hile all
types o f error contribute to the variability o f assessm ent results, the prim ary concern for
this study will be sam pling error resulting from cross-sectional analysis.
Sam pling error resulting from cross sectional analysis, or testing a different group
o f students each year, is a m ajor concern w hen reporting percentage o f students reaching
standards (A rce-Ferrer, Frisbie, and Kolen, 2002; Hill & D ePascale (b), 2003; K ane &
Staiger, 2002; Linn & Haug, 2002; Miller, 2003; Yen, 1997). One could argue that
evaluating a different group o f students each year is analogous to evaluating a new school
each year, thereby m aking year to year com parisons invalid. However, if view ed in
term s o f the infinite population m odel, a group o f students enrolled in a particular grade
in a particular year in a particular school could represent a random sample from the
groups that have enrolled in previous years as well as the infinite num ber o f groups likely
to enroll in future years (Arce-Ferrer, Frisbie, and Kolen, 2002; Cronbach, Linn,
Brennan, & Haertel, 1997; Yen, 1997). The prim ary goals o f NCLB are to evaluate the
quality o f the school’s academic program, not its effectiveness w ith a particular group o f
students. A ssum ing school factors rem ain relatively constant from year-to-year,
proportions o f proficient grade five students should also rem ain relatively constant.
W ithin the infinite population model, sample error resulting from testing a finite
group o f students from an infinite population m ust be considered, even if all students
enrolled during that particular test adm inistration are assessed. In any given year, a
school will assess a sam ple o f students from their infinite num ber o f past, present, and
future students. The perform ance o f this group will vary, depending on the abilities o f
the group reaching the appropriate age during that particular testing cycle. In an attem pt
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to differentiate change due to im provem ent from change due to sampling error, ArceFerrer, Frisbie, and K olen (2002) have concluded school level sampling error is large
enough to interfere w ith annual change estimates. They discovered about tw o-thirds o f
the variability o f estim ates o f change in proportions was due to sampling error with
intervention effects, systematic errors, m easurem ent errors, and equating errors
accounting for the additional one-third. Kane & Staiger (2001) estimated an average 65
student fourth grade reading or m ath class w ould have an error interval extending from
the 25* to the 75* percentile, approxim ately. Considering the average elem entary school
enrollm ent is 65 students, most w ould be too small to provide accurate PAC results,
creating a likely environm ent for inaccurate NCLB reporting (Kane & Staiger, 2001 ;
Yen, 1997).
To com pensate for error associated w ith testing a sample o f students from an
infinite population, N evada uses a 95% upper-tail confidence interval. A ccording to the
Nevada A dequate Yearly Progress Technical M anual (LaM arca, 2006), the 95% uppertail confidence interval is defined as:
C.7. - 1 .6 4 5 V

n

Where:
P = proportion o f proficient students
n = num ber o f students assessed
lP(l-P)
J — ------ = sample error
V
n
1.645 = z-score consistent w ith 95% upper-tail confidence interval
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I f the PAC rate plus confidence interval is greater than or equal to the target rate
o f proficiency, the group is said to have made A dequate Yearly Progress (Porter, Linn, &
Trimhle, 2005). For exam ple, a sample o f 45 students with a 40% rate o f proficiency
could expect to generate a 12.01% margin o f error. This corresponds to a 95% upper
tailed certainty that the true rate o f proficiency could fall anywhere betw een 40.00% and
52.01%. Also noteworthy, if the increase in rate o f proficiency from the previous year is
less than 12.01%, it w ould be difficult, if not im possible, to distinguish actual grow th
from sample error (Arce-Ferrer, Frisbie, and Kolen, 2002).
The actual PAC rate, or observed score, is sim ply an estim ate o f the schools true
proportion o f proficient students. The true proportion, resulting from the sum o f the
confidence interval and the observed score, is necessary to satisfy the requirem ent for
statistically reliable and valid results and should always be used w hen m aking inferences
about a school’s perform ance (Coladarci, 2003). An unfortunate consequence o f using
true score is the possibility a school could achieve AYP when they should not have,
resulting in the loss o f resources and options afforded to schools designated as in need o f
im provem ent (Hill & DePascale (h), 2003).
As m entioned earlier, sample error, and the associated confidence interval, is
inversely proportional to the num ber o f students tested, meaning as subgroup size
decreases m argin o f error increases. A n interesting exam ple o f not recognizing sample
size and its influence on error comes from Kane & Staiger’s “V olatility in School Test
Scores: Im plications for Test Based Accountability System s” (2001):
W hen the 1998-1999 M assachusetts Com prehensive A ssessm ent System test
scores were released in N ovem ber o f 1999, the Provincetown D istrict showed the
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greatest im provem ent over the previous year. The Boston Globe published an
extensive story describing the various ways in which Provincetown had changed
educational strategies betw een 1998 and 1999, interviewing the high school
principal and several teachers. A s it turned out, they had changed a few policies
at the school - decisions that seem to have been validated by the im provem ent in
perform ance. One had to dig a bit deeper to note that the Provincetown high
school had only 26 students taking the test in 10* grade (pg. 236).

Subgroup Size
W hen determ ining m inim um subgroup size for reporting purposes, N C LB states
subgroup data “shall not be required in a case in w hich the num ber o f students in a
category is insufficient to yield statistically reliable information (Public Law 107-110).”
This open-ended approach to m inim um subgroup size must be carefully scrutinized as
both small and large num bers have consequences. Smaller m inim um n-counts result in
larger percentages o f schools reporting results w ith a greater num ber o f subgroups
reporting per school (Porter, Linn, & Trem ble, 2005). Small m inim um n-count could
also result in statistically unreliable results due to random error fluctuations. Large
m inim um n-counts will reduce the num ber o f reported schools and subgroups,
elim inating the benefits o f disaggregated reporting while transferring m uch o f the burden
o f accountability to large schools (Linn, 2003; Linn, Baker, & Herman, 2002; M arion, et
al., 2002).
Hill & DePascale (2002) concluded schools with as few as 20 students were
correctly classified approxim ately 85% o f the time. W hen minimum n-count was
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increased to 50 they found the accuracy o f classifications increased to around 90%.
W hile m any states have selected a m inim um n-count o f 30, largely due to 30 being the
point in the z or t statistical tables where values level o ff (M arion, et al., 2002), N evada
has selected 25 as their minimum n-count for AYP reporting purposes (LaM arca, 2006).
W hile states have selected a variety o f m inim um n-counts for reporting purposes, it
appears a reasonably reliable system o f classifications is possible when w orking with
relatively small schools and subgroups.
A final concern is the im pact o f m inim um n-count on highly diverse schools. If a
state requires schools to report the perform ance o f small subgroups, it is possible for a
highly diverse school to report all subgroups for English/Language A rts and Math.
A ccording to Linn, Baker, & Herman (2002), if the school is serving the academ ic needs
o f all its subgroups equally, and has a 70% probability o f reaching the target rate o f
proficiency, w ith a single subgroup reporting the school has a 70% chance o f m aking
AYP. But, due to the independent nature o f subgroup fluctuations, a school w ith two
reporting subgroups will have a 49% chance o f m aking AYP (.7 X .7 = .49). This pattern
continues until, w ith the maxim um 16 subgroups reporting, the school will have a 0.33%
probability o f m aking AYP (.7*^), meaning 33 o f every 1000 schools in this particular
situation w ould make AYP with 967 failing. In other words, the m ore subgroups a
school is forced to report, the less likely the school w ill make AYP.
M athem atically speaking, NCLB is well designed and effectively provides a
cookie-cutter approach to academic evaluation. Progressive sanctions have been included
that gives am ple time for schools to adjust program s with baseline proficiency rates
established that insure 80% o f all schools make school-level A Y P the first year. Periodic
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increases in target rate o f proficiency have been staggered to allow schools tim e for
adjustment w ith a safe-harbor provision included to reward schools not achieving the
targeted rate o f proficiency but dem onstrating sufficient positive growth. A nd finally,
reliable and valid assessm ents have been provided, reporting the perform ance o f
subgroups having 25 or more students, with com pensations included for m easurem ent
error. U nfortunately, not considered in NCLB were accom m odations for schools the law
was specifically designed to target; schools housing larger than average num bers o f highneeds, low -perform ing students.

Subgroup Perform ance and Diverse Schools
There are a plethora o f studies devoted to the academic challenges o f special
needs and racially diverse schools (K oretz & Hamilton, 2000; Bankston & Caldas, 1998;
Lee, 2002; Ogbu, 1994; Abedi, 2004). According to Kim and Sunderm an (2005) “The
requirements for m eeting AYP pose the greatest challenges to high poverty schools
which enroll a large percentage o f students that have traditionally scored poorly on
standardized achievem ent tests.” Taking into consideration the high correlation between
race and special populations, m inority subgroups are more likely to belong to
econom ically depressed and lim ited English subgroups, thereby increasing their
propensity to not m eet requirem ents through NCLB (Kane, Staiger & Gippert, 2001; Kim
& Sunderman, 2005; Orfield, 1996; Orfield & Lee, 2005). This would imply schools that
enroll large concentrations o f poor, m inority students would be greatly disadvantaged
when attem pting to m eet the requirem ents o f NCLB.
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Requiring schools to report the perform ance o f subgroups w ith 25 or m ore
students may he counterproductive to the goals o f NCLB. The so-called subgroup rules
have resulted in a decrease in resources and an increase in sanctions to racially diverse
schools with no measurable im pact to m inority perform ance (Kane & Staiger, 2003).
W hile the increase in attention to m inority group perform ance w as necessary and
advantageous to previously ignored populations, subgroup reporting has singled out for
sanctions and excluded from any reward system schools with large diverse populations.
It has been predicted that elevated AYP failure rates will be experienced in high poverty
schools, as measured through eligibility for free or reduced lunches, and schools with
large m inority populations (Chubb, Linn, Haycock, & W iener, 2005; Kim & Sunderman,
2005). By comparison, predom inately white schools w ith hom ogeneous enrollm ents o f
250 or less will rarely fail to achieve AYP due to subgroup sizes sm aller than reporting
m inim um s (Rose, 2004). In a recent report on segregation, O rfield and Lee (2005)
found:
W hite students are the least likely subgroup to attend m ultiracial schools, with
black and Hispanic students m ost likely to attend schools w ith a majority racial
group as their own. The average black student will attend a school with
approxim ately 12.5% Hispanic, an average Hispanic will attend a school w ith a
sim ilar proportion o f black students, and both racial groups, on average, attend
schools that are 30% or less white. In contrast, the average w hite student will be
enrolled in a school w here nearly 80% o f the students are also white. A sians have
been found to be the least isolated w ithin their own racial group, attending schools
that are, on average, 45% white, 12% hlack, and 20 % H ispanic (pg. 12).
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Segregation by race has systematically been linked to other forms o f segregation,
such as segregation by socioeconom ic status, residential location, and language. Orfield
and Lee (2005) find insulting the im plication an all Black or Hispanic school is som ehow
academ ically inferior. They have discovered a strong correlation exists betw een percent
poor and percent minority, with academic differences associated w ith socioeconom ic
status, not race.
A nother contributor to the achievem ent gap is health issues com m on to poor and
low-incom e fam ilies. Elevated cases o f lead poisoning, vision and hearing problem s,
cytom egalic inclusion disease, asthm a, psychosocial and psychosomatic problem s, and
iron deficiency anem ia are found in poor children (Egbuonu & Starfield, 1982; Starfield,
1982). In 2002, 20.1% o f children living in poverty had no health insurance (M ills &
Bhandari, 2003), with poor children 75% more likely to be admitted into a hospital
during any given year w ith the average total hospital stay, or m issed school days, four
times greater than their m ore affluent classm ates (Starfield, 2002). Fetal A lcohol
Syndrome, or FAS, and a variety o f related prenatal behaviors such as smoking, poor
nutrition, poor health, increased stress, and use o f drugs have been directly linked to the
low socioeconom ic status o f the m other (Abel, 1994). These risky prenatal behaviors
often result in prem ature or low -birth w eight babies w ith a variety o f cognitive
lim itations such as low IQ, learning disabilities, and attention disorders (Hack, Kline, &
Taylor, 1995). W hile race seems to be the popular metric for evaluating differences in
the behavior o f children, socioeconom ic status appears to be the leading factor. Abel
(1995), in his study o f FAS found “A lthough race and SES are confounded in the U. S.
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studies, an exam ination o f U. S. and European studies suggests that the m ajor factor
associated with FAS is low SES rather than racial background (437)” .
R othstein (2004) hypothesizes children from poverty, even in the best o f schools,
will achieve less than m iddle class students. Parents from different educational
backgrounds raise children differently, w ith more educated parents reading to and
encouraging their children to read (Bianchi & Robinson, 1997; H offerth & Sandburg,
2001) and young children o f college-educated parents exposed to more hooks in the
home than children o f less educated parents (D enton & G erm ino-Hauskens, 2000).
Rothstein (2004) describes the current gaps in achievem ent and its relationship to poverty
as:
Some low-incom e children are naturally quick learners, take to school well, and
respond so well to high expectations that after a few years o f school they read
better than typical middle-class children. Some middle-class children get no
support for learning from troubled families, and some low-incom e parents
organize life around a dream o f college. But, on average, a typical middle-class
child who began to read at hom e will have higher lifetime achievem ent than a
typical low-incom e child who was taught only in school, even if each henefits
from good curriculum, effective teaching, and high expectations (19).
Pallas, Natriello, and M cDill (1989) view education as a com bination o f
experiences, collected through formal education, fam ily interactions, and com m unity
involvement. They believe any student exposed to inadequate or inappropriate
experiences from any o f the three aforem entioned dom ains w ould he considered
educationally disadvantaged. In an exam ination o f educational disadvantage encountered
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by black and H ispanic students, it was found that the educational disadvantage was not
associated w ith m em bership in a m inority group but rather with living below the poverty
line (Jim erson, Egeland, & Teo, 1999; Pallas, N atriello, & M cDill, 1989; Schwartz, Yen,
& Schafer, 2001). Entw isle and A lexander (1996) reinforced this theory w hen they
found:
•

School poverty level overshadow s racial profile when explaining
m ajority/m inority achievem ent differences.

•

W hile school is in session, poor students and m ore affluent students perform ed at
nearly the sam e level.

•

W hen school is not in session, such as summer break, students in poverty suffer
academ ic loss, whereas students not in poverty experience academ ic gain.
This does not im ply all poor, minority children are educationally disadvantaged.

N onetheless, on average these characteristics, along with living in a single parent home,
having a poorly educated mother, and having a limited English-speaking background
have been associated w ith lower levels o f academic achievem ent (Pallas, N atriello, &
McDill, 1989). A ggregated results that do not recognize and adjust for differences in
student backgrounds associated w ith poverty are unlikely to stim ulate adequate
perform ance im provem ents and will possibly distort the school’s academ ic effectiveness
(Orfield & Lee, 2005; Sicoly, 2002; Stone & Lane, 2003).

Students w ith Lim ited English Proficiencv
Large scale assessm ents have traditionally excluded English language learners,
largely due to confounding variables associated w ith language proficiency and academ ic
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achievem ent (Abedi, H ofstetter, & Lord, 2004). Low educational attainm ent for limited
English proficient students has been attributed to racial and ethnic segregation in poor,
underfunded urban schools (Schmid, 2001). Rum berger and G àndara hypothesize the
academic achievem ent o f lim ited English proficient (LEP) students lag that o f English
background students based upon seven inequitable conditions:
1. Limited access to appropriately trained teachers
2. Inadequate professional developm ent for teachers o f LEP students
3. Limited or no access to appropriate assessm ent necessary to gauge learning needs
or progress
4. Inadequate instructional tim e to address needs and accom plish goals
5. Lim ited access to appropriate instructional materials and curriculum
6. Inadequate facilities and instructional environm ents
7. High incidents o f segregation, placing them at risk for academ ic failure
W hile all are equally im portant, it is the intention o f this study to focus on the lack o f
appropriate assessm ent materials necessary to evaluate needs and growth. R um berger &
Gàndara (2004) found using an inappropriate assessm ent tool can have serious negative
results, regardless o f the outcome. Their findings suggest positive change interpreted as
a gain in subject matter may represent nothing m ore than an increased level o f English
proficiency whereas low perform ance can have the opposite effect, prom pting remedial
studies or even special education interventions w hen the student has m astered the subject
m atter but cannot express the necessary skills in English. Extensive research on the
assessm ent o f LEP students has found perform ance gaps between LEP and non-LEP
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students can be attributed to a lack o f English language proficiency, not content
know ledge (A bedi, 2004).
N evada students are classified limited English proficient using a com bination o f
hom e language survey and annual assessm ent o f English proficiency (U. S. D epartm ent
o f Education, 2005). W hen participating in state mandated testing, such as assessm ents
used for determ ining AYP, LEP students can he given certain test accom m odations
designed to level the playing field w ithout providing unfair advantages (Abedi,
Hofstetter, & Lord, 2004). Currently, N evada provides a variety o f testing
accom m odations to LEP students, w hich are intended to improve access to the
assessm ent and its content while m aintaining test validity and com parability o f scores
(NPEP G uidelines, 2006). Available accom m odations include (Appendix A):
1) A ccom m odations in the test setting such as:
a) individual adm inistration
b) small group adm inistration
c) adm inistration in an alternative setting
d) testing in a study carrel or reasonable substitute.
2) A ccom m odations in test administration:
a) having a specific individual adm inister (i.e., ESL/ELL teacher)
b) use o f a bilingual dictionary or electronic translator (single w ord-at-a-tim e
translation)
c) have questions answered regarding specific testing procedures
d) directions read aloud at the beginning o f the test, word for word, in the student’s
native language
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e) reread aloud the directions at the beginning o f the test, word for word, in English
f) read the m athem atics test(s) word for word, text only, in English
g) read the science test(s) w ord for word, text only, in English
h) read the w riting prom pt w ord for word, in English
An effective accom m odation is one that can be adm inistered to both LEP and
non-LEP students w ithout threat to test validity (Abedi, Hofstetter, & Lord, 2004;
A m erican Educational Research Association, 2004). Nevada lim its the accom m odations
available for non-English speaking students to options that will assist in understanding
expectations w ithout altering the construct being measured.
Unfortunately, testing non-English speaking students w ith English-only
assessm ents introduces construct irrelevant com ponents, reflecting in part current levels
o f English proficiency instead o f abilities (A m erican Educational Research Association,
2004). Standard 9.1 o f the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing
(Am erican Educational Research Association, 2004) states “Testing practice should be
designed to reduce threats to the reliability and validity o f test score inferences that may
arise from language differences,” m eaning any inferences introduced concerning a nonEnglish speaking students abilities are inappropriate when using English language
assessments. W hile a sim ple translation into the student’s native language seems
appropriate, this approach w ould not produce an assessm ent equivalent in content,
difficulty, reliability, and validity (Abedi, H ofstetter, & Lord, 2004; American
Educational Research A ssociation, 2004). Translating words across languages, even if
they appear similar, can take on different m eanings, especially if a variety o f dialects are
involved. It has been suggested that assessm ents using languages other than English
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should be adm inistered only to those students receiving instruction in that language and
are fam iliar w ith the content term inology o f that language (Abedi, H ofstetter, & Lord,
2004).
M any ethnic and special populations, as evaluated through N C LB , have
consistently dem onstrated a lower overall performance (Koretz & H am ilton, 2000;
Bankston & Caldas, 1998; Lee, 2002; Abedi, 2004; Ogbu, 1994). A variety o f studies
identify possible causes for the achievem ent gap, such as family structure (Bankston &
Caldas, 1998), inclusion and accom m odations (Koretz & Hamilton, 2000), test validity
and subgroup stability (Abedi, 2004), simple raeial and ethnic achievem ent gaps (Lee,
2002), and racial stratification (Ogbu, 1094). LaM arca (2006), in a sum m ary o f the
challenges o f m eeting the requirem ents o f N CLB, stated:
The one-size fits all approach required by the NCLB legislation and the ability to
produce m eaningful test scores present a quandary for states. The act prevents a
consideration o f a variety o f social factors that contribute to test score variance.
But we have strong evidence that these factors do in fact affect our interpretations
o f perform ance

Given the constraints o f the legislation, states are left with

understanding the effects o f sociocultural factors in a p o st hoc fashion as they
evaluate the im pact o f their programs.

Summary
N CLB requires states to develop, under very specific conditions, a valid and
reliable system o f m easurem ent that meets certain requirem ents while neglecting others.
One such provision is a system o f assessm ents that holds all schools to the same
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academic criteria, regardless o f circum stance, while at the same tim e acknow ledging an
achievem ent gap exists between certain subpopulations o f students. N evada has
developed such a program , w hich effectively fulfills the requirements o f N CLB, and like
NCLB, neglects to recognize the unique challenges for those schools housing larger than
average populations o f low er-perform ing students. Included in the N evada Plan w as a
valid and reliable assessm ent system, baseline achievem ent levels that fairly
accom m odated N evada schools, com pensation for m easurem ent error, m inim um n-counts
for reporting that appear to closely m axim ize subgroup performance, and provisions that
allow recognition for sufficient annual growth. M issing from the N evada Plan, due to
federal restrictions, was any type o f flexibility from sanctions for the large, diverse, low er
achieving schools. As the literature has dem onstrated, schools m ust annually m aintain a
higher level o f achievem ent w hile dealing w ith issues o f cohort instability, m aking the
task near im possible. A lso problem atic is the number o f reported subgroups. As the
diversity o f the school increases, the num ber o f reported subgroups also increases,
reducing the probability o f m aking AYP.
Historically, when discussing the achievem ent gap, much attention has been
placed on social difficulties o f certain subpopulations, which may or may not contribute.
It is not the intention o f this study to exam ine social issues associated w ith racial
subgroups or special populations o f students. Regardless o f the contributing factors, it
will suffice to hypothesize a difference in subgroup performance exists. W hile a
correlation between low -perform ing schools and m inority, special population students
appear to be implied, this study in no way supports causation. It is sim ply the intention
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o f this study to exam ine the academic perform ance o f schools w ithin homogeneous
clusters w ith no considerations o f achievem ent across clusters.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEA RCH DESIGN AND M ETHODOLOGY
Introduction
The N o Child Left Behind Act o f 2002 (NCLB; Public Law No. 107-110, 115
Stat. 1425, 2002) was designed to guarantee all students receive a fair, equitable, and
high-quality education. One o f the m ajor provisions tied to N CLB is a measurable
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) using state-developed content standards based
assessm ents in both English/Language Arts and mathematics. State, district and school
AYP m easurem ents are reported for all students, as well as subgroups o f students defined
by m ajor ethnic groups (Am erican Indian /A laskan Native, Asian/Pacific Islander,
Hispanic, A frican A m erican, and W hite), students w ith Individual Education Plans (lEP),
students w ith Lim ited English Proficiency (LEP), and students eligible for Free or
Reduced Lunches (FRL). In addition to annual reports o f percentage o f proficient
students, states, distriets and schools m ust also report the percentage o f students
participating in standards based testing and the school wide average daily attendance or
graduation rate.
A key elem ent in NCLB is the fair and equitable treatm ent o f all schools,
regardless o f local circum stances. The Consolidated State A pplieation A ecountability
W orkbook, published by the U.S. D epartm ent o f Education (U.S. D epartm ent o f
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Education, 2005) provides guidance for designing an accountability system and suggests
guidelines as determ ined by NCLB. As m andated through N CLB, all state accountability
workbooks m ust include:
•

An accountability system w hich includes all schools

•

An accountability system w hich includes all students

•

A n accountability system that includes all m ajor subgroups

•

A n accountability system that properly includes m obile students

•

An accountability system holding all schools to the same criteria

•

A n accountability system that includes rew ards and sanctions
All states, districts, and schools will be evaluated using the same criteria,

regardless o f unique conditions. For exam ple, schools having a m inority English
speaking population will be judged using the same criteria as a school with a majority o f
English-speaking students. Although prior research has dem onstrated the dem ographic
profile o f a school will have an influence on student perform ance, NCLB disregards all
unique circum stances and requires schools be evaluated using a standardized system o f
aceountability.

Statem ent o f the Problem
N CLB m andates schools be evaluated using a standardized m ethodology w ithout
consideration for unique factors such as larger than average m inority or special needs
populations. W hile designed to elim inate the achievem ent gap between high and low
perform ing students, N CLB, in its current design, singles out for sanctions and excludes
from rew ards schools serving racially diverse, special needs student populations (Kane,
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Staiger & Geppert, 2001 ; K im & Sunderman, 2005). Considering the high stakes
associated with failing to m eet AYP, is the statute m andating schools be evaluated using
a standardized approach w ithout first considering academic achievem ent relative to
schools w ith sim ilar dem ographic profiles sound federal poliey?

Purpose o f the Studv
It is the purpose o f this study to exam ine the efficacy o f using N evada standards
based CRT results to determ ine a schools overall academic perform ance and annual
progress w ithout consideration for unique dem ographic characteristics. It is the b elief o f
this researcher that a schools dom inant student population will have a signifieant
influence on academ ic perform ance, which if not considered could result in grave
consequences w ith respect to NCLB. Using the Two Step cluster analysis procedure,
schools will be classified and hom ogeneous clusters o f schools form ed using the criteria
dom inant student populations. D eterm inations will then be made concerning the
statistically significant differences in mean reading and mean m ath CRT scale scores for
schools contained w ithin discrete hom ogeneous clusters. This study will determ ine if
aeadem ic perform ance is influeneed by a school’s dem ographic profile, and if so, are
schools sharing sim ilar dem ographic signatures perform ing as expected.

Research Questions
The research questions for this study are;
1) W hich dem ographic variables, as recognized through N CLB, generate a unique and
hom ogeneous school cluster o f five or m ore schools?
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a) D em ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the A m erican Indian/Alaskan N ative subpopulation.
b) D em ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the A sian subpopulation.
c) D em ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the Hispanic subpopulation.
d) Dem ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the A frican A m erican subpopulation.
e) D em ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the W hite subpopulation.
f)

Dem ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the lEP subpopulation.

g) Dem ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the LEP subpopulation.
h) Dem ographic variables generate unique and hom ogeneous clusters when
exam ining the FRL subpopulation.
2) Does a statistically significant difference in mean reading CRT scale score exist
within hom ogeneous clusters o f five or m ore schools?
a) If the subgroup A m erican Indian/Alaskan N ative generated a unique and
hom ogeneous cluster o f five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a
statistically significant difference in m ean reading CRT scale seore.
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b) If the subgroup A sian generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or
more sehools, certain sehools will demonstrate a statistically significant difference
in m ean reading CRT scale seore.
e) If the subgroup H ispanic generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or
more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistieally significant difference
in m ean reading CRT scale score.
d) If the subgroup A frican American generated a unique and hom ogeneous eluster o f
five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistieally signifieant
difference in m ean reading CRT scale score.
e) If the subgroup W hite generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or
more sehools, eertain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference
in m ean reading CRT scale score.
f)

If the subgroup lEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more
schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in
mean reading CRT scale score.

g) If the subgroup LEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more
schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in
m ean reading CRT scale score.
h) I f the subgroup FRL generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more
schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in
m ean reading CRT seale score.
3) Does a statistically significant difference in m ean m ath CRT scale score exist within
hom ogeneous clusters o f five or more schools?
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a) If the subgroup A m erican Indian/A laskan N ative generated a unique and
homogeneous cluster o f five or m ore schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a
statistically significant difference in m ean m ath CRT scale score.
b) If the subgroup A sian generated a unique and homogeneous cluster o f five or
more schools, certain schools w ill dem onstrate a statistically significant difference
in mean m ath CRT scale score.
c) If the subgroup Hispanic generated a unique and homogeneous cluster o f five or
more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference
in m ean math CRT scale score.
d) If the subgroup African A m erican generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f
five or more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant
difference in m ean math CRT scale score.
e) If the subgroup W hite generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or
more schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference
in mean m ath CRT scale score.
f)

If the subgroup lEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more
schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in
m ean math CRT scale score.

g) If the subgroup LEP generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more
schools, certain schools will dem onstrate a statistically significant difference in
mean math CRT scale score.
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h) I f the subgroup FRL generated a unique and hom ogeneous cluster o f five or more
schools, certain schools will demonstrate a statistically significant difference in
m ean m ath CRT scale score.

Research Design
Cluster analysis is a standard term used to describe the group elassification or
“clustering” o f items sharing sim ilar attributes. M ore speeifically, cluster analysis is a
multivariate statistical procedure used to reorganize data sets into relatively hom ogeneous
groups (A ldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984; Bartholom ew et. al., 2002; A nderberg, 1973;
Hair & Black, 1998). A simple exam ple would be the consolidation o f test scores,
m easured in percentage correct, into five clusters, one for eaeh grade “A ” , “B ”, “C”, “D ”,
and “F ” . U sing test score as the data points, with percentage eorrect the reference point,
letter grades could eventually be used to replace the numeric reference points (Faber,
1994). This optim ization process would eontinue until no data points change clusters
(A ldenderfer & Blashfield, 1984; Bartholom ew et.al., 2002; A nderberg, 1973; Hair &
Black, 1998).
Tw oStep cluster analysis is a scalable algorithm designed to com plete the
classification process in two steps. In a single data pass the Tw oStep procedure pre
clustering all cases into many small sub-elusters and then, using an agglom erative
hierarchical procedure clusters the small sub-clusters into a user defined num ber o f final
clusters. W hile prim arily designed to handle large data sets, the attraetion o f the
Tw oStep proeedure in this study is its ability to handle categorical variables such as
school nam e (SPSS, 2001; SPSS, 2006).
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The pre-cluster process used a sequential approach o f scanning each data point to
determ ine if the current data point should be m erged into an already form ed cluster or
form a new cluster. Tw oStep uses a m odified cluster feature (CF) tree with levels o f
nodes and leaf nodes. The SPSS TwoStep Cluster Component Technical Paper (2001)
and SPSS 15.0 A lgorithm s (2005) define the TwoStep procedure as;
Step 1; The pre-cluster step
Records are scanned one by one and determinations made, based upon the
distance criterion, if the record should merge with a previously formed cluster or
form a new cluster. The CF tree has levels o f nodes with each node containing a
num ber o f entries with each leaf entry representing a sub-cluster. N o n -leaf nodes
and their entries quickly guide new records into a correct leaf node. The SPSS
default CF tree has, as a m axim um , three levels o f nodes with eight entries per
mode, allow ing at m ost 8^ or 512 le af entries or subclusters.
Each entry is differentiated by the CF that contains the entries num ber o f
records, the m ean and variance o f each continuous variable, and counts for each
category o f each categorical variable. Upon reaching a leaf node, the entry finds
the closest leaf entry and, if w ithin the threshold value, is absorbed by the leaf
node and the CF is updated. I f not w ithin the acceptable threshold level, the entry
will create its own leaf entry in the le af node. I f space is not available in the leaf
node to create a new le af entry the le a f node splits into two separate leaf nodes
and redistributes the entries based upon the closest criteria using the farthest pairs
as seeds. Should the CF tree exceed the maxim um num ber o f levels, the CF tree
rebuilds itself w ith an increased threshold distance criterion. The rebuilt CF tree
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is then smaller, allowing space for new input records. This process is continued
through one com plete data pass. It is suggested the data be ordered random ly to
avoid bias resulting from sequential patterns.
Step 2: The cluster step
The cluster step creates a user-defined number o f clusters from the sub
clusters formed in the first step. Using an agglom erative hierarchical clustering
m ethod, all sub-clusters are compared w ith the pair o f sub-clusters dem onstrating
the sm allest distance m erged into a single cluster. Once m erged, the new sets o f
elusters/sub-clusters are again com pared w ith the pair dem onstrating the sm allest
distance again merged. This procedure continues until all clusters have been
merged.
Because the variable school name was categorical it was necessary to use as the
distance m easurem ent for this study the log-likelihood criterion, a probability based
distance form ula that assumes normal distributions for continuous variables, m ultinom ial
distributions for categorical variables, and independence for all variables and cases.
W hen com bining clusters the distance between tw o clusters is related to the decrease in
log-likelihood w ith the distance between clusters j and s defined as (SPSS, 2005):

à Ü \ s) =

(Eq. 1)

Where:
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f

(Eq.2)
^
â . =
/=

-^’ v

A=i

y
(E q 3 )

■''^v

And:

K'^ = Total num ber o f continuous variables used in the procedure.
K ^ = Total num ber o f categorical variables used in the procedure.
= N um ber o f categories for the k!^ categorical variable.
Ri^ = The range o f the A:'* continuous variable.
N = N um ber o f data records in total.
= N um ber o f data records in cluster k.
&l = The estim ated variance o f the

continuous variable in whole data.

= The estim ated variance o f the A'* continuous variable in cluster j .
Nji^i = N um ber o f data records in cluster j whose A'* categorical variable takes the
category.
d { j , s ) = Distance betw een clusters j and j'.
< j,s > = Index that represents the cluster form ed by com bining clusters j and 5'.
Ignoring

in equation 2 w ould result in the exact log-likelihood decrease between

clusters j and s after the tw o clusters are combined. The â l term was added to avoid
problem caused w hen

= 0, w hich w ould result in an undefined natural logarithm.
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The initial TwoStep cluster procedure generated eight unique clusters,
corresponding to the eight standardized variables quantifying proportion o f school
population (American Indian, Asian, Hispanic, A frican American, W hite, lEP, LEP,
FRL), w ith the num ber o f clusters equal to the num ber o f variables. If n dependent
variables did not generate n unique hom ogeneous subsets, or w hen dependent variables
dem onstrated strong multicollinearity, the dependent variables w ere reduced by n to
eliminate ineffective or irrelevant variables and the TwoStep cluster procedure repeated
with «-less clusters (Hair & Black, 1998).
W hen n homogeneous clusters were generated, each statistically significant with
respect to a single unique variable, the One-W ay A nalysis o f V ariance (ANOVA)
procedure was perform ed on individual cluster m ean reading and m ean m ath CRT seale
scores. The ANOVA produced a one-w ay analysis o f variance for the quantitative
dependent variable school mean reading or m ean m ath CRT scale score by independent
variable hom ogeneous cluster. The ANOVA tested the null hypothesis there were no
statistically significant differences in m ean reading or m ean m ath CRT scale scores for
schools located w ithin each hom ogeneous cluster. W hen a statistically significant
difference in the mean reading or m ean math CRT scale score was found, and within
cluster schools dem onstrated equal variances, T ukey’s post-hoc test was used to identify
which schools perform ance on the reading or m ath CRT was significantly different from
the others. In such cases where variances were unequal, Tam hane’s T2 post hoc
procedure was used.
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Data and D ata Sources
The data collected for this study was the spring, 2006 grades three through five
N evada Criterion R eferenced Test (CRT) results. The tests were adm inistered and data
collected from all Clark County Sehool D istrict grades three, four, and five students
enrolled during the spring, 2006 CRT test adm inistration. Elementary schools operating
on the traditional 9-m onth calendar adm inistered the CRT during the test w indow
beginning M arch 1, 2006 and ending April 17, 2006. To insure all students received 120
± 10 instructional days prior to CRT testing, elementary schools operating on the 12month, or year-round, schedule adm inistered the CRT to track 1 students during the
traditional 9-m onth testing w indow with tracks 2-5 administering the test during the
testing w indow beginning April 17, 2006 and ending M ay 5, 2006. Schools could
adm inister the tests at any time during the scheduled testing w indow w ith answ er
docum ents returned to the Clark County School District testing departm ent on or before
the final day o f the scheduled testing window.
Inclusion in this study was contingent upon enrollment for the full academ ic year
(yis = 1) as well as active participation on both the reading and math CRT. The data
collected included student-level reading and m ath scale scores, gender, ethnic group, and
m em bership in the lEP, LEP, or FRL subgroup. Ethnicity was identified hy parent or
guardian and entered into the student data system at time o f enrollm ent w ith lEP
classification dependent upon parent and/or teacher referral and cognitive assessm ent
results. All students identified as requiring an individual education plan, w ith the
exception o f students identified as gifted or talented, were included in the lEP subgroup.
Identification as lim ited English proficient resulted from non-English being the prim ary
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language spoken in the home with participation in the Language A ssessm ent Scale and a
com bined score less than 241 (on a scale o f 1-300). Inclusion in the FRL subgroup was
based upon household income w ith eligibility determ ined through com pletion o f the
Family A pplication o f Meal Benefits. This study included 163 Clark County School
District Elem entary schools with 22,150 students actively participating in the spring,
2006 adm inistration.
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CH APTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
The purpose o f this study was to exam ine the efficacy o f using N evada standards
based C R T results to determ ine a school’s overall academic perform ance and annual
progress w ithout first considering unique dem ographic characteristics. Using the
TwoStep cluster analysis procedure, schools were classified based upon dom inant student
populations w ith determ inations made concerning statistically significant differences in
mean reading and m ean math CRT scale scores for those schools contained w ithin
hom ogeneous clusters. This study w as designed to determ ine if academ ic perform ance
was in fact influenced by dem ographic profile, and if so, were schools sharing sim ilar
dem ographic signatures perform ing as expected relative to their unique student
population.
This study began by standardizing the proportions o f ethnic and special
population students enrolled at each individual school site. The Tw oStep cluster analysis
proeedure was then used to define eight unique clusters, corresponding to the eight
standardized subgroup variables (A m erican Indian, Asian, Hispanic, African Am erican,
White, lEP, LEP, FRL) w ith the num ber o f cluster centroids equal to the num ber o f
subgroup variables. Subgroup level o f significance w ith respect to discrete identified
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cluster was determ ined using the studentized t-procedure with Bonferroni adjustm ents
applied. W hen any identified subgroup did not generate a unique hom ogeneous cluster or
instances o f strong m ulticollinearity w ere found to exist between subgroups, those
subgroups were determ ined ineffective or irrelevant, excluded, and the cluster procedure
repeated.
Once k unique and hom ogeneous clusters w ere identified, the One-W ay ANOVA
procedure was perform ed on individual cluster m ean reading and m ean m ath CRT scale
scores to test the null hypothesis no statistically significant difference in mean reading or
mean m ath CRT scale scores existed. In cases w here it was determ ined a statistically
significant difference in the m ean reading or math CRT scale score did exist, appropriate
post-hoc tests were used to identify w hich school’s performance on the reading or math
CRT w as significantly different from the others.

Subgroup Standardized Proportions
D ata analysis began with a breakdow n o f assessed student population, using
subgroup n-counts and percentages, w ith standardizing proportions relative to districtwide subgroup percentages. Rural as well as special schools were elim inated from the
data set to avoid bias resulting from small size and non-urban school settings. Elim inated
were Child Haven ES (Special School, n = l). Child H aven ES D etention (Educational
Services, n = l), M iley A chievem ent Center (Special School, n=4). Variety ES (Special
School, n=8), Bennett ES (Laughlin, N v., n = l 17), Blue Diam ond ES (Blue Diam ond,
Nv., n=13). Grant Bow ler ES (Logandale, Nv., n= 351), Joseph Bowler ES (Bunkerville,
Nv., n=227), G oodsprings ES (G oodsprings, N v., n=4), Indian Springs ES (Indian
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Springs, N v., n=50), M artha P. King ES (Boulder City, Nv., n=468), Lundy ES (M t
Charleston, N v., n=3), Perkins ES (M oapa Valley, Nv., n=85), Reid ES (Searchlight, Nv.,
n=17), Sandy V alley (Sandy Valley, Nv., n=77), and Virgin V alley ES (M esquite, Nv.,
n=284). The rem aining 175 Clark County School District elem entary schools were
retained in the data set for analysis. Student inclusions were dependent upon enrollm ent
for the full academ ic year (YIS = 1), not classified as new in country (NIC = 0), and
actively participating in both reading and math portions o f the CRT. Assessed subgroup
n-counts w ith assessed percentages and district wide percentages are sum m arized in table
1 w ith individual school n-counts and percentages found in A ppendix B. The large
difference betw een assessed and district LEP percentages results from district reporting
only current lim ited English proficient students while N D E includes current as well as
form er LEP (FLEP) w hen reporting academic performance.

Table 1. S u b g ro u p n -co u n ts an d percen tag es

A ssessed N -Count

Assessed Percentage

D istrict Percentage

473

0.80%

0.84%

5,210

8.85%

8.45%

22,772

38.67%

3&84%

7,779

13.21%

14.42%

W hite

22,660

38.48%

3^45%

lEP

6,234

10.59%

10.79%

LEP

1 6 J7 2

27.80%

17.28%

FRL

2&,601

4&56%

4&55%

D istrict
A m erican Indian
Asian
Hispanic
A frican American

58894
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W hen com paring w ithin and among subgroup size, the use o f percentages may
create artificial differences. For exam ple, the Am erican Indian subgroup represents an
insignificant percentage when com pared across subgroups but may represent a significant
percentage w hen com pared to the percentage o f Am erican Indian students across schools.
To eliminate these inappropriate com parisons, all subgroup percentages were
standardized w ith a m ean o f 0 and standard deviation o f 1 using the formula:
P-P

Z =

piy - p )
n
Where:
p = school subgroup percentage
p = district subgroup percentage
n = school subgroup n-count or sample size
Once standardized, an Am erican Indian z-score o f 2.000 would represent 2 standard
deviations above district percentage o f American Indian populations across schools,
allowing for com parisons with other subgroup z score within the school. Also, schools
having subgroup n-counts o f zero generated an undefined z-score (division by zero),
creating a m issing value for that school’s subgroup. In such cases w here a data set has a
limited num ber o f missing values, it is appropriate to replace missing values w ith an
educated guess or mean value calculated from available data (Tabachnick & Fidell,
1996). Therefore, the 24 schools void o f an Am erican Indian subgroup and the three
schools w ith no A sian students were given z-scores o f zero, representing the district
percentage o f A m erican Indian (0.82% ) and Asian (8.66% ) students. Elem entary school
z-scores can be found in A ppendix C.
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A lso elim inated from the data set were those schools not enrolling a significant
num ber o f students from any single subgroup. Using a = 0.05, schools w ith z < +1.96 for
all identified subgroups were removed from the data set. Elim inated from analysis were
Adams ES, Brookm an ES, Bruner ES, Bunker ES, French ES, Goldfarb ES, Gray ES,
Guy ES, H ancock ES, H arris ES, H err ES, M cM illan ES, Sandy M iller ES, Simm ons ES,
W asden ES, and W olfe ES. The rem aining 159 schools were retained in the data set for
analysis due to enrolling at least one subgroup w ith a significant percentage above district
enrollm ent (z > +1.96). And finally, in an attem pt to avoid data set bias due to order all
o f the rem aining 159 schools were assigned a random num ber and the data set sorted
ascending relative to the random ly generated number.

Question 1: W hich D em ographic Variables, as Recognized Through N CLB. Generate
U nique and H om ogeneous School Clusters o f Five or M ore Schools?
The initial TwoStep cluster analysis procedure generated eight unique clusters
representing the eight dem ographic variables as recognized through NCLB. Table 2
catalogs initial cluster distribution, table 3 cluster centroids by subgroup variable, and
A ppendix D actual cluster m em bership by school. As table 2 illustrates, eight unique
clusters were generated w ith a m em bership high o f 30 schools for cluster 8 to a low o f 12
schools assigned to clusters 5 and 6.
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Table 2. Initial Cluster Distributions
Cluster D istribution
Cluster

N

% o f Com bined

1

19

11.95%

2

25

15.72%

3

18

11.32%

4

26

16.35%

5

12

T55%

6

12

%55%

7

17

10.69%

8

30

18.87%

Total

159

100.00%

A lso provided are individual w ithin-eluster variation eharts quantifying overall
and cluster m ean z-seores, with 95% confidence limits around sueh means (see figure 1),
and subgroup elusterwise im portanee eharts with dashed vertical lines representing
significance. W hen determ ining the elusterwise im portanee chart level o f significance,
Bonferroni adjustm ents were applied to control for type 1 error (see figure 2).
Considering the purpose o f this study was to identify clusters o f sehools serving subgroup
populations significantly greater than district average, subgroup clusters m ust exceed the
positive t statistic at a = 0.05 (with Bonferroni adjustm ents applied) before statistical
significance can be determined. Those variables not significant at the a = 0.05 level o f
significance will not be displayed in the variable elusterwise im portance plots.
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Table 3. Initial C luster Centroids
Cluster Centroids

AM ERICAN
INDIAN
ASIA N

HISPANIC

AFRICAN
AM ERICAN

W HITE

IE ?

LEP

FRL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Mean

0.00

0.07

0.08

-0.01

0.17

0.05

-0.02

0.06

Std.
Dev.

0.04

0.15

0.08

0.03

0.27

0.09

0.03

0.12

M ean

0.29

0.76

-0.02

0.01

-0.38

5.35

-0.46

-0.40

Std.
Dev.

0.78

1.10

0.53

0.59

0.21

2.79

0.24

038

M ean

-3.63

-2 8 2

-3.28

0.16

3.55

-3.07

16.03

7.92

Std.
Dev.

0.34

0.80

0.51

2.63

4.31

0.63

288

3.26

M ean

-0.78

0.48

-0.67

5.24

0.45

-0.13

-0.68

0.30

Std.
Dev.

0.47

1.69

0.31

7.52

1.17

0.48

032

1.48

M ean

10.51

3.73

8.70

-1.21

-1.59

0.65

-2 8 6

-3.09

Std.
Dev.

1.94

239

2.99

1.64

1.21

1.52

0.69

0.62

M ean

-0.31

0.11

0.53

0.12

1.44

-0.37

-0.26

-0.14

Std.
Dev.

0.26

0.31

0.40

030

259

032

0.41

0.24

M ean

-2.12

-2.05

-2.09

0.22

2.24

-1.14

15.62

285

Std.
Dev.

0.24

0.52

0.33

2.39

3.70

1.08

3.08

3.07

M ean

-4.68

-3.61

-2 9 5

3.48

5.68

-3.74

18.55

11.27

Std.
Dev.

0.61

232

1.96

5.38

5.61

1.74

2.78

5.44
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Figure 1. Ameriean Indian within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intentais for M ean s
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The A m eriean Indian cluster profile analysis ean be found in figures 1 and 2. As
figure 1 illustrates, the A m erican Indian subgroup has an average standardized value o f
0.04 with elusters 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 dem onstrating mean values greater that average. Due
to error bar overlap and small eluster averages, no eluster appears to dem onstrate
signifieant positive m ean values. Figure 2 supports this hypothesis, with elusters 2, 3, 5,
6, and 8 not displayed due to a laek o f signifieant in the positive direetion at a = .05. A n
evaluation o f the A m eriean Indian w ithin-eluster variation chart, in conjunction w ith the
subgroups elusterw ise im portanee plot, would indicate eluster 5 represents those sehools
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w ith a large average, but statistically insignificant, population o f Am erican Indian
students.

Figure 2. Am erican Indian Clusterwise Importance
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The cluster variation and clusterwise im portance plots for the A sian subgroup is
found in figures 3 and 4, respectively. As figure 3 illustrates, the A sian subgroup
generated an overall average value o f 0.40 w ith cluster 6 positive and significant (n = 12,
M = 5.35, S D = 2.79). A sim ilar result is found in the clusterwise im portance chart
(figure 4), w ith cluster 6 positive and significant (t (11) ~ 7,/» < .05). Evaluating the
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w ithin-cluster variation chart, along with clusterwise importance plot, w ould indicate the
12 schools m aking up cluster 6 represent a group o f schools having a significantly larger
population o f A sian students.

Figure 3. A sian w ithin Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence L iteivals for M ean s
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The H ispanic subgroup, with an average value o f 2.02, appears to have two
unique and significant clusters. As figure 5 illustrates, cluster 7 (n = 17, M = 16.03, SD
2.88) and cluster 8 (n = 30, M = 7.92, S D = 3.26) appear positive and significant. The
clusterwise im portance plot (figure 6) confirm s the existence o f tw o unique and
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significant clusters, with cluster seven t(16) ~ 2 1 ,p < .05 and cluster 8 1(29) ~ \ 2 , p <
.05).

Figure 4. A sian Clusterwise Importance
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Figures 7 and 8 represent the w ithin cluster variation chart and clusterwise
im portance plot, respectively, for the A frican A m erican population. As figure 7
illustrates, the African A m erican subgroup has an overall mean o f 0.77 with cluster 4 (n =
26, M = 5.24, S D = 7.52) representing w hat appears a single significant cluster. Figure 8,
the African A m erican clusterwise im portance plot, reinforces this analysis w ith cluster 4
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identified as significant at the 95% confidence level (/(25) ~ 3 , p < .05). Evaluating the
African A m erican w ithin-cluster variation, in conjunction with the subgroups clusterwise
importance plot, would indicate cluster 4 represents a unique group o f 26 schools
enrolling larger than average populations o f African Am erican students.

Figure 5. H ispanic w ithin Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence L iteivals for M ean s
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The w ithin cluster variation chart and clusterwise im portance plot for the white
subgroup identifies three sim ilar and significant cluster groups. The cluster variation
chart, figure 9, quantifies a m ean value o f 1.67 and identifies cluster 1 (n = 19, M =
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10.51, ^Z) = 1.94), cluster 2 (n = 25, M = 2.73, S D = 2.39) and cluster 3 (n = 18, M =
8.70, S D = 2.99) as unique and significant. This is further verified w ith the clusterwise
im portance chart, figure 10, identifying cluster 1 (t(18) ~ 2 0 ,p < .05), cluster 2 (t(24) ~
16,/? < .05), and cluster 3 (t(17) ~ 11,/? < .05) as statistically significant at the .05 level
o f significance.

Figure 6. Flispanic Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 7. African American within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intervals for M ean s
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M oving into special populations, figure 11 characterizes the w ithin cluster
variation plot for students w ith individualized education plans (lEP). As figure 11
illustrates, students with lE P ’s have an overall m ean value o f 0.08 w ith cluster 3 (n = 18,
M = 0.53, S D = 0.40) and cluster 5 (n = 12, M = 1.44, SD = 0.60) unique and significant.
This is further verified w ith the lEP clusterwise im portance chart, figure 12, identifying
cluster 3 (7(17) ~ 4 , p < .05) and cluster 5 (7(11) ~ l , p < .05) as unique and statistically
significant.
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Figure 8. African American Clusterwise Importance
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Students with lim ited English proficiency (LEP) had an overall m ean value o f
2.27 and identified cluster 7 (n = 17, M = 15.62, S D = 3.08) and cluster 8 (n = 30, M =
6.85, S D = 3.07) as unique and significant (figure 13). Figure 14, the LEP clusterwise
importance chart, corroborates the significance o f cluster 7 (7(16) ~ \ 7 , p < .05) and
cluster 8 (7(29) ~ 9 , p < .05). This follows a pattern similar to the H ispanic subgroup,
with the Hispanic average 2.02 and significant w ith clusters 7 (n = 17, M = 16.06, SD =
2.88,7(16) = 21,/? < .05) and 8 (n = 30,

7.92,

= 3.26,7(29) = 12,/? < .05).

Should it be determ ined a strong m ulticollinearity exists between the Hispanic and LEP
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subgroups the LEP subgroup may be represented by the Hispanic subgroup in future
analysis.

Figure 9. W hite w ithin Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Litei'vals for M ean s
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S

Figure 10. White Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 11. lEP within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Litei-vals for M eans
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Figure 12. lEP Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 13. LEP within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei-vals for M eans
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S

Figure 14. LEP Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 15. FRL within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Litei'vals for M eans
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Figure 16. FRL Clusterwise Importance
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And lastly, students eligible for free or reduced priced lunches (FRL), com monly
used to gauge level o f poverty, have an overall m ean value o f 3.24 and represent
significant averages in cluster 7 (n = 17, M = 18.55, SD = 2.78) and cluster 8 (n = 30, M =
11.28, SD = 5.44) (figure 15). This significance is further confirm ed w ith the
clusterwise im portance plot, figure 16, dem onstrating as significant clusters 7 (t(16) ~ 21,
p < .05) and 8 (t(29) ~ 9 , p < .05). It appears students classified FRL, much like students
classified lim ited English proficient, dem onstrate classification characteristics sim ilar to
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the Hispanic subgroup. As w ith LEP, should strong m ulticollinearity exists between
Hispanic and FRL the FR L subgroup will be represented by the H ispanic subgroup.

First Cluster A nalysis Summary
The A m erican Indian subgroup, representing approxim ately 0.80% o f the
assessed population, was included in the initial phase to eliminate questions that may
arise concerning subgroup significance. In practice, when inference testing proportions
the population m ust be at least 10 tim es larger than the sample and

, «, (l -

« 2 .P2 ’ ^rid « 2(1 ~ P i ) greater than or equal to 5 (Hinkle, W iersma, & Jurs, 1998). W ith
no elementary schools included in this study having a large enough A m erican Indian
population to satisfy the m inim um requirem ents for inclusion in inference testing, the
American Indian subgroup was elim inated from further analysis.
Also o f concern is the appearance o f strong multicollinearity between Hispanic,
LEP and FRL subgroups (Figures 5, 6, 13-16). As table 4 illustrates, the Pearson’s
product-m om ent correlation coefficient between the seven identified subgroups (with
American Indian elim inated from analysis) identifies a strong positive linear relationship
between Hispanic, LEP, and FRL. The Hispanic to LEP correlation coefficient o f .98 (r
= .98) results in a .96 coefficient o f determ ination (r^ = .96), denoting 96% o f the
variation in LEP can be explained by variations in the Hispanic population (or vice
versa). An equally strong relationship o f r = .86 between Hispanic and FRL signifies
74% o f the variation in FRL can be explained by variations in the Hispanic populations.
And finally, the correlation coefficient between LEP and FRL, r = .84, equates to 71% o f
the variation in one subgroup being explainable by variations in the other.
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Table 4. Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient of Subgroup Z-Seore
A sian

Hispanic

Af. Am.

W hite

IE ?

LEP

FRL

1

-.36

-.10

.07

-.25

-.29

-.39

H ispanic

-.36

1

-.16

-.67

-.13

.98

.86

Af. Am.

-.10

-.16

1

-.24

.12

-.18

.16

W hite

.07

-.67

-.24

1

.02

-.61

-.71

lEP

-.25

-.13

.12

.02

1

-.19

-.05

LEP

-.29

.98

-.18

-.61

-.19

1

.84

FRL

-.39

.86

.16

-.71

-.05

.84

1

A sian

W ith this strong positive correlation between Hispanic, LEP, and FRL, it may be
appropriate to designate any o f the three as representative o f the others. For example, it
may be appropriate to assume all m easurem ents and variations related to the LEP and
FRL populations can be represented by the H ispanic subgroup. H owever, as a cautionary
measure, it would be appropriate to first confirm LEP and FRL variations are related to
Hispanic only. To substantiate this relationship, four additional Tw oStep cluster analysis
procedures w ere performed, each generating three unique clusters to represent three
discrete variables, exam ining the relationships between Asian, LEP, & FRL; Hispanic,
LEP, and FRL; African American, LEP, and FRL; and W hite, LEP, and FRL.

Asian. LEP. and FRL
As figure 17 illustrates, the A sian subgroup has an average value o f 0.40 with
cluster 1 positive and significant. This is further confirm ed by exam ining figure 18, the
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A sian clusterwise im portance chart, with cluster 1 positive and significant {t{45)~ 5 , p <
.05). The LEP w ithin-cluster variation chart, figure 19, as well as the FRL w ithin-cluster
variation chart, figure 21, dem onstrates a positive and significant relationship w ith cluster
3. This relationship is further verified with the LEP and FRL clusterwise im portance
charts, figures 20 and 22, dem onstrating a positive, significant relationship w ith cluster 3
that includes LEP (t(54) ~ S , p < .05) and FRL (t(54)~ 20, p < .05). The cluster
distribution chart for Asian, LEP, and FRL is found in table 5 with cluster centroids in
table 6. As this sim ple three cluster, Tw oStep procedure verified, LEP and FRL were
identified as sim ilar and significant with A sian forming a unique significant cluster,
significant w ithin the A sian subgroup only and not statistically tied to the LEP or FRL
subgroups.
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Figure 17. Asian, with LEP and FRL within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Litei-val.s for M ean s
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Figure 18. Asian, with LEP and FRL Clusterwise Importanee
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Figure 19. LEP, with Asian and FRL within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Litei'vals for M eans
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Figure 20. LEP, with Asian and FRL Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 21. FRL, with Asian and LEP within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei-vals for M ean s
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Figure 22. FRL, with Asian and LEP Clusterwise Importance
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Table 5. Asian, LEP, and FRL Cluster Distribution
Cluster

N

% o f Com bined

1

46

28.93%

2

58

36.48%

3

55

34.59%

Total

159

100.00%
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Table 6. A sian, LEP, and FRL C luster Centroids
1

2

3

M ean

2.23

-0.27

-0.41

Std. Dev.

2.42

0.28

0.31

M ean

-1.44

-0.98

8.79

Std. Dev.

1.84

1.79

5.94

M ean

-3.46

-1.59

13.98

Std. Dev.

1.97

3.67

5.17

ASIAN

LEP

FRL

H ispanie, LEP. and FRL
The Hispanic, LEP, and FRL w ithin-cluster variations and clusterwise im portance
charts for the Tw oStep procedure that includes the subgroups Hispanic, LEP, and FRL
can be found in figure 2 3 -2 8 with cluster distributions and cluster centroids in tables 7
and 8, respectively. As expected, Hispanic, LEP, and FRL have been identified as a
single cluster; cluster 1, representing 46 schools with overall centroid m eans o f 11.46 for
Hispanic, 10.53 for LEP, and 14.46 for FRL. This relationship between Hispanic, LEP,
and FRL is further confirm ed by the studentized t-values between cluster 1 and Hispanic
(figure 24, t(45) ~ \ l , p < .05), LEP (figure 26, t(45) ~ \ 7 . , p < .05), and FRL (figure 28,
t(45) ~ 14,/? < .05). W hile this relationship was first observed and verified in the original
TwoStep procedure, exam ining the TwoStep characteristics w ith only Hispanic, LEP and
FRL further establishes the strong relationship between this unique collections o f
variables.
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Figure 23. Hispanic, with LEP and FRL within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Internals for M ean s
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Figure 24. Hispanic, with LEP and FRL Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 25. LEP, with Hispanic and FRL within Cluster Variation

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei-vals for M ean s
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Figure 26. LEP, with Hispanic and FRL Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 27. FRL, with Hispanie and LEP within Cluster Variation
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Figure 28. FRL, with Hispanie and LEP Clusterwise Importance
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Table 7. Hispanie, LEP, and FRL Cluster Distributions
Cluster

N

% o f Combined

1

46

28.93%

2

33

20.75%

3

80

50.31%

Total

159

100.00%
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Table 8. H ispanie, LEP, and FR L C luster Centroids
1

2

3

M ean

11.46

1.29

-3.11

Std. D eviation

4.48

2.43

0.74

M ean

10.53

0.93

-1.93

Std. D eviation

4.80

2.15

0.66

M ean

14.46

5.12

-3.96

Std. Deviation

5 J8

4.47

1.42

HISPANIC

LEP

FRL

African A m erican. LEP. and FRL
As the A frican A m erican w ithin cluster variation chart (figure 29) and clusterwise
importance chart (figure 30) illustrate, when perform ing the Two Step Cluster procedure
using variables A frican Am erican, LEP and FRL, the African A m erican subgroup is
identified in cluster 2 as unique and significant (t(37) ~ l , p < .05). LEP and FRL are
identified as sim ilar (cluster one) w ith an LEP mean value o f 9.00 and studentized t(56) ~
9 , p < .05 and an FRL mean value o f 12.63 with a studentized /(56) ~ 1 1 ,^ < .05. Table 9
illustrates the African A m erican, LEP and FRL cluster distribution w ith table 10 listing
the cluster eentroids. As figure 29-34 and tables 9-10 eonfirm, the A frican American
subgroup is unique and independent from LEP and FRL with LEP and FRL strongly
correlated through a single, statistically significant group.
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Figure 29. African American, with LEP and FRL within Cluster Variation
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Figure 30. African American, with LEP and FRL Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 31. LEP, with African American and FRL within Cluster Variation
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Figure 32. LEP, with African American and FRL Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 33. FRL, with African American and LEP within Cluster Variation
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Figure 34. FRL, with African American and LEP Clusterwise Importance
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Table 9. African American, LEP, and FRL Cluster Distributions
Cluster

N

% o f Combined

1

57

35.85%

2

38

23.90%

3

64

4&25%

Total

159

100.00%
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Table 10. African A m erican, LEP, and FR L C luster Centroids
1

2

3

M ean

-0.16

4.47

-0.59

Std. Deviation

1.05

639

0.43

M ean

9.00

-1.04

-1.77

Std. D eviation

5 J8

1.52

1.11

M ean

12.63

1.55

-4.08

Std. D eviation

639

535

1.65

African Am erican

LEP

FRL

Figure 35. W hite, w ith LEP and FRL w ithin Cluster Variation
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W hite. LEP, and FRL
The Tw oStep cluster analysis o f W hite, LEP, and FRL is the final measure in the
verification o f a statistical relationship betw een Hispanic, LEP, and FRL. As figures 35
and 36 illustrate, cluster 1 is unique and statistically significant in identifying the w hite
subgroup with a m ean o f 8.65 and a studentized t(48) ~ 17,/» < .05. LEP and FRL have
again been identified as a single group (cluster tw o) w ith an LEP mean o f 10.82 and
studentized t(65) ~ 12,/» < .05 and an FRL m ean o f 14.69 with studentized t(65) ~ 17,/» <
.05. The W hite, LEP, and FRL cluster distribution chart can be found in table 11 with
cluster centroids chart in table 12.

Figure 36. W hite, w ith LEP and FRL C lusterw ise Importance
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Figure 37. LEP, with White and FRL within Cluster Variation
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Figure 38. LEP, with White and FRL Clusterwise Importance
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Figure 39. FRL, with White and LEP within Cluster Variation
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Figure 40. FRL, with White and LEP Clusterwise Importance
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Table 11. White, LEP, and FRL Cluster Distributions
Cluster

N

% o f Com bined

1

49

3&82%

2

66

41.51%

3

44

27.67%

Total

159

100.00%
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Table 12. W hite, LEP, and FRL C luster Centroids
1

2

3

M ean

8.65

-0.35

-3.07

Std. Deviation

289

2.08

0.62

M ean

-2.14

-0.16

10.82

Std. Deviation

0J2

2.20

4.69

M ean

-4.46

1.35

14.69

Std. Deviation

1.31

5.45

5 J5

WHITE

LEP

FRL

Evidence o f strong m ulticollinearity between the Hispanic, LEP and FRL
subgroups first appeared during the initial TwoStep cluster analysis phase and was further
confirm ed by Pearson’s product-m om ent correlation coefficient (table 4). As a
cautionary m easure, the LEP and FRL subgroups were analyzed separately, using the
same Tw oStep cluster analysis procedure, against the Asian, Hispanic, A frican American,
and W hite subgroups. Final results confirm the Asian, African Am erican, and White
subgroups are unique and independent from LEP and FRL with Hispanic, LEP and FRL
exhibiting strong multicollinearity. The presence o f m ulticollinearity results in redundant
inform ation, m aking it unnecessary to include all three subgroups in the final analysis.
Therefore, for the rem ainder o f this study, the LEP and FRL subgroups will be dropped
from the data set and the Hispanic subgroup used to represent the Hispanic, LEP, and
FRL subgroups.

Phase II: Asian, H ispanic, African American. W hite, and lEP
W ith the Am erican Indian subgroup removed from analysis due to insignificant
populations and H ispanic representative o f LEP and FRL, a second phase o f TwoStep
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cluster analysis was perform ed to analyze the relationships between the Asian, Hispanic,
African American, W hite, and lEP subgroups. A summary o f cluster distributions, found
in table 13, reveals a m em bership low o f 14 schools in cluster 4 to 52 schools in cluster 5,
with cluster centroid m eans and standard deviations found in table 14. Actual cluster
membership, by school, can be found in A ppendix E.
A nalyzing table 14, along w ith A ppendix E, reveals patterns that provide
prelim inary inform ation w ith respect to cluster distributions. A sian quantifies a
maxim um centroid cluster mean o f 3.19 in cluster 3, with the 28 schools in cluster 3
having a com bined enrollm ent mean o f 3.19 standard deviations above district average o f
enrolled Asian students. This pattern follows w ith the Hispanic subgroup generating a
maxim um mean value o f 10.02 for the 52 schools in cluster 5, A frican Am erican a m ean
o f 10.70 for the 14 cluster 4 schools. W hite with a mean value o f 8.71 for cluster 2, and
lEP an overall m ean value o f 0.88 standard deviations above district average for cluster 1.
This prelim inary observation o f cluster m em bership may prove accurate should the
respective cluster distributions w ithstand significance testing.
The A sian w ithin cluster variation chart, figure 41, identifies cluster 3 as having a
positive, significant m ean value o f 3.19 w ith a standard deviation o f 2.68 (table 14).
This significant relationship is further verified in the A sian clusterwise im portance chart,
found in figure 42, w hich identifies cluster 3 as a single, statistically significant cluster
for the A sian subgroup w ith a studentized value o f t(27) ~ ^ , p < .05.
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Table 13. Phase II Cluster Distributions
Cluster

N

% o f Combined

1

35

22.01%

2

30

18.87%

3

28

17.61%

4

14

8.81%

5

52

32.70%

Total

159

100.00%

Table 14. Phase II Cluster Centroids
1

2

3

4

5

-0.18

0.14

3.19

-0.05

-0.43

0.4

0.6

2.68

0.48

0.3

M ean

-0.55

-3.36

-1.88

-1.92

10.02

Std. Dev.

4.02

0.63

272

0.91

5.44

M ean

0.02

-0.59

-0.31

10.7

-0.02

Std. Dev.

1.04

0.54

0.54

&64

1.24

M ean

T79

8.71

1.54

-1.68

-2.84

Std. Dev.

5.21

3.13

3.02

0.79

0.78

M ean

0 88

-0.18

-0.26

0.14

-0.13

Std. Dev.

0.58

0 29

&32

0.26

0.31

M ean
ASIAN
Std. Dev.
HISPANIC

A FRICAN
AM ERICAN

W HITE

IE ?
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Figure 41. Asian within Cluster Variation, Phase II

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei’vals for M ean s
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5

Figure 42. Asian Clusterwise Importanee, Phase II
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Figure 43. Hispanie (LEP/FRL) Within Cluster Variation, Phase II

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei-vals for M ean s
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Figure 44. Hispanic (LEP/FRL) Clusterwise Importance, Phase II
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The Hispanic cluster variation chart, w hich is representative o f Hispanic, LEP,
and FRL, can be found in figure 43. Cluster 5 appears to represent this group w ith a
positive centroid mean value o f 10.02 and standard deviation o f 5.44 (table 14). Figure
44, the Hispanic clusterwise im portance chart, supports this conclusion, identifying
cluster 5 as the single, statistically significant cluster for Hispanic, LEP, and FRL with a
studentized /(51) ~ 12,/? < .05.
Cluster 4 appears to be statistically significant w ith respect to variable African
American, having a centroid m ean value o f 10.70 and standard deviation 6.64 (table 14,
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figure 45). The clusterwise importance chart, figure 46, also identifies cluster 4 as unique
and significant w ith a studentized t { \ 3 ) ~ l , p < .05. This would suggest the 14 schools
included in cluster 4 enroll African Am erican populations that are, on average, 10.70
standard deviations above district average.
Figure 47, the W hite within cluster variation chart, identifies clusters 1 and 2 as
representative o f the W hite subgroup, having a cluster 1 mean value o f 3.79 w ith a
standard deviation o f 5.21 and a cluster 2 m ean o f 8.71 with a 3.13 standard deviation
(table 14, figure 47). W hile two positive centroid mean values are identified for the
W hite subgroup, the W hite clusterwise im portance chart, figure 48, identifies cluster 2 as
the single, statistically significant cluster w ith a studentized /(29) = 15,/? < .05.
A nd lastly, the lEP subgroup cluster variation chart, figure 49, identifies tw o
positive mean centroid values with cluster 1 generating a m ean centroid value o f 0.88
w ith a 0.58 standard deviation and cluster 4 having a m ean centroid value o f 0.14 w ith a
0.26 standard deviation (table 14). A lthough two positive centroid mean values exist,
the clusterwise im portance chart, figure 50, identifies cluster 1 as the single, statistically
significant cluster representative o f those schools enrolling larger than average
percentages o f lEP students with a studentized t(34) ~ 8,/? < .05.
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Figure 45. African American within Cluster Variation, Phase II
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Figure 46. African American Clusterwise Importance, Phase II
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Figure 47. White within Cluster Variation, Phase II

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei'vals for M eans
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Figure 48. White Clusterwise Importance, Phase II
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Test Statistic

Figure 49. lEP within Cluster Variation, Phase II

Simultaneous 95% Confidence Intei'vals for M eans
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.5

Figure 50. lEP Clusterwise Importance, Phase II
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In summary, the phase II TwoStep cluster analysis procedure defined and
generated five unique and statistically significant clusters o f schools using subgroup
variables Asian, Hispanic, African A m erican, W hite, and lEP. This w ould suggest that
while NCLB requires Clark County School D istrict to report the perform ance for eight
separate subgroups that include A m erican Indian, Asian, Hispanic, African American,
W hite, lEP, LEP, and FRL, the subgroups significant enough to provide valid results
w ould include Asian, A frican American, W hite, lEP, and a com bined Hispanic, LEP and
FRL subgroup.
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Q uestions 2 and 3: Does a statistically significant difference in m ean reading or m ean
m ath CRT scale scores exist w ithin homogeneous
clusters o f five or more schools?
N CLB requires schools report the perform ance for any subgroup containing 25 or
more students. A s the Tw oStep cluster analysis procedure has dem onstrated, schools
identified as having hom ogeneous populations from any o f the eight identified subgroups
simply reports varying group sizes w ithin that single homogeneous group. For exam ple,
Tom W illiam s Elementary School had 384 students fulfilling the requirem ents for
inclusion in this study. A nd o f that 384, zero were American Indian, two A sian, 359
Hispanic, five African American, 18 white, 50 lEP, 301 LEP, and 383 FRL. All
subgroup reports from Tom W illiam s ES would simply evaluate a sample from those
core 356 H ispanic students. The 384 students included in the school wide analysis
would, statistically speaking, represent the same group evaluated in the Hispanic
subgroup. The A m erican Indian, Asian, African American, and W hite populations were
statistically insignificant due to small group size and would not report. The rem aining 50
lEP, 301 LEP, and 383 FRL were again sample groups from the 356 H ispanic students.
Although Tom W illiam s ES would be evaluated in five separate areas for ELA and five
separate areas for math, increasing the probability o f a type II error with each additional
evaluation, the final m easurem ent sim ply quantifies the ELA and m ath perform ance for
the 356 H ispanic students.
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African American Subgroup Analysis
The African Am erican subgroup form ed a unique, hom ogeneous cluster o f 14
schools contained in cluster 4, w hich from this point forward will be referred to as the
African Am erican cluster. The list o f schools and z-scores for the African American
cluster can he found in A ppendix E. Schools in this cluster were Booker ES, Carson ES,
Elizondo ES, G ilbert ES, Hoggard ES, M ackey ES, Priest ES, Reed ES W atson ES,
W ilhelm ES, and W endell W illiams ES.
Before analysis could begin, it was necessary to identify and eliminate all outliers
that m ight exist in the mean reading or m ean m ath scale scores for the African Am erican
cluster. A school identified as an outlier w ould have a m ean reading or m ean m ath scale
score abnorm ally larger or sm aller than expected, thereby influencing the distribution o f
mean scale scores. U sing the definition o f outlier as a mean scale score outside the 1.5 x
inner quartile range (IQR), the reading quartile 1 (Q l) o f 245.63, m edian o f 259.13,
quartile 3 (Q3) o f 275.12, (IQR) o f 29.49 (Q l - Q3), and 1.5 x IQR o f 44.24 resulted in
extreme values o f 201.39 and 319.36. W ith the m inim um m ean reading scale score o f
217.36 (Kelly ES) and m axim um mean reading scale score o f 302.76 (Hoggard ES), no
African A m erican schools were identified as having outlier m ean reading scale scores
(Appendix F).
Repeating the outlier calculations w ith m ean math scale scores for the African
A m erican cluster resulted in a Q l o f 257.31, m edian o f 262.88, Q3 o f 272.56, IQR o f
15.25, and 1.5 x IQR o f 22.89. The extreme m ean m ath scale scores o f 234.42 and
295.45 identified Kelly ES (M = 221.28) and Fitzgerald ES (M = 229.60) as outliers w ith
mean m ath scale scores below expected distributions and Hoggard ES (M = 311.95) as an
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outlier w ith a m ean m ath scale score ahove expected distributions. Based upon this
group o f calculations, for analysis purposes all schools were included in the reading
ANOVA study w hile Kelly ES and Fitzgerald ES were rem oved from m ath analysis due
to m ath scale scores significantly below expected distributions and H oggard ES rem oved
from m ath analysis w ith m ean math scale scores significantly above expected
distributions.
The one-w ay A nalysis o f Variance (ANOVA), using an f-test o f difference in
mean reading and m ean m ath scale scores against categorical variable school name,
determ ined if the m ean reading or m ean m ath scale score for individual schools within
the African A m erican cluster differed significantly with respect to com parison African
American cluster school m ean reading and mean math scale scores. M ethods for analysis
was dependent upon Levene’s test o f hom ogeneity o f variances, a procedure designed to
test the null hypothesis all group variances are equal. I f the Levene output p-value is
greater than .05, equal variances can be assumed and standard A N O V A procedures
carried out using T ukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis. In such cases w here the assum ption o f
hom ogeneity o f variances is violated (p < .05), the W elch robust tests o f equality o f
m eans F-ratio w ill be reported and post-hoc analysis carried out using T am hane’s T2
procedure.
The m ain A N O V A summary table and Levene’s test o f hom ogeneity o f variances
for the A frican A m erican cluster m ean reading and m ean math scale scores can be found
in tables 15 and 16, respectively. W ith Levene’s statistie less than .05 for reading and
math, equality o f variances could not be assumed, m aking it necessary to report the Fratio o f the alternative statistic. W elch’s F-ratio, found in table 17, revealed the mean
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reading and m ean math scale scores differ significantly as a function o f school with
reading F (1 3,551.77) = 11.06, p < .05, and m ath F (1 0,474.36) = 2.90, p < .05. For
reference purposes, school level reading and m ath m ean scale scores, standard deviations,
standard errors, 95% confidence intervals, and m inim um /m axim um values can be found
in A ppendix F.
To determine w hich schools experienced significant differences in mean reading
and mean math scale scores the post-hoc T am hane’s T2 procedure for unequal variances
was used. A conservative pairw ise com parison test based upon the t-procedure and
com m only used when encountering unequal variances, Tam hane’s T2 post-hoc procedure
com pared the differences in m ean reading and m ean math scale score betw een school (I)
and each com parison school (J) w ithin the African American cluster to generate a matrix
o f differences (I - J), using an asterisk to indicate significance at a = .05 (Appendix G).
Also included in Tam hane’s T2 m atrix are standard error o f the differences, level o f
significance (a = .05), and 95% confidence interval o f the differences.

Table 15. A frican A m erican A N O V A S u m m a ry T ab le
Sum o f
Squares
RSS

Between
Groups
W ithin
Groups
Total

MSS

Between
Groups
W ithin
Groups
Total

M ean
Square

733153.03

13

56396.39

8051288.52

1553

5184.35

8784441.55

1566

163800.75

10

16380.07

6587029.24

1264

5211.26

6750829.99

1274

F

Sig.

10.88

0.00

3.14

0.00
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Table 16. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance for African American
Levene Statistic

dfl

df2

Sig.

RSS

2.20

13

1553

0.01

M SS

2.53

10

1264

0.01

Table 17. Welch Robust Tests of Equality of Means for African American
Statistic

d fl

df2

Sig.

RSS

W elch

11.06

13

551.77

0.00

M SS

W elch

2.90

10

474.36

0.00

The differences in mean reading scale scores for those schools located in the
A frican A m erican cluster identified H oggard ES as having the greatest m ean reading
scale score, M = 302.76 (Appendix F), that was significantly greater than the mean
reading scale score for W endell W illiam s ES (M = 252.34), Priest ES (M = 252.07),
Tartan ES (M = 245.63), Elizondo ES (M = 238.49), Fitzgerald ES (M = 220.62), and
Kelly ES (M = 217.36). Booker ES ( M = 284.03) and M ackey ES (M = 279.01) had the
second and third highest mean reading scale scores and were also significantly greater
than Tartan, Elizondo, Fitzgerald, and Kelly Elem entary Schools, but, statistically
speaking, not unlike the rem aining schools identified in the A frican A m erican cluster.
This lack o f significance in mean reading scale scores dem onstrates the hom ogeneity o f
those schools identified as having significantly large African A m erican populations.
Those schools dem onstrating significantly low er mean reading scale scores
included W endell W illiam s ES, Priest ES and W atson ES (M = 251.78), each
significantly low er than Hoggard ES. O ther African A m erican schools identified as
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having significantly low er m ean reading scores were Tartan ES, w ith a mean reading
scale score that was significantly less than H oggard ES, Booker ES, and M ackey ES w ith
Elizondo ES significantly less than Hoggard ES, Booker ES, M ackey ES and G ilbert ES.
And finally, Fitzgerald ES and Kelly ES each had m ean reading scale scores that were
significantly less than all elem entary schools located in the A frican American cluster with
the exception o f Tartan ES and Elizondo ES. To summarize, H oggard ES, Booker ES,
and M ackey ES appeared to have significantly greater mean reading scale scores w ith
Tartan ES, Elizondo ES, Fitzgerald ES, and Kelly ES significantly lower. All others,
which include Reed ES, G ilbert ES, Carson ES, W ilhelm ES, W. W illiams ES, Priest ES,
and W atson ES, appeared to have mean scale scores not significantly different than
expected.
An analysis o f the A frican Am erican m ean m ath scale scores began with removal
from analysis outlier schools H oggard ES (M = 311.95), Kelly ES (M = 221.28), and
Fitzgerald ES (M = 229.60). From the rem aining African American schools Gilbert ES
(M = 281.97) and M ackey ES (M = 276.88) were identified as significant, having m ean
math scale scores that were significantly greater than Tartan ES (M = 239.02). All other
schools in the African A m erican cluster, w hich included Carson ES (M = 272.56),
Booker ES (M = 268.20), Priest ES (M = 264.71), W atson ES (M = 263.69), W ilhelm ES
(M = 262.06), Reed ES (M = 260.42), Elizondo ES (M = 258.19), and W. W illiam s ES
(M = 257.31) had m ean m ath scale scores that were, statistically speaking, not unalike.
This sim ilarity in m ean math scale scores again dem onstrates the hom ogeneity o f the
African Am erican Cluster. To sum m arize the distribution o f m ean m ath scale scores in
the African A m erican cluster, H oggard ES w as identified as an outlier with a m ean math
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scale score above expected distributions, Kelly ES and Fitzgerald ES identified as
outliers w ith m ean math scale scores below expected distributions, G ilbert ES and
M ackey ES significantly greater than Tartan ES, and all rem aining A frican American
schools w ith sim ilar mean math scale scores.

A sian Subgroup A nalvsis
The A sian subgroup was identified as a unique, hom ogeneous cluster o f 28
schools contained in cluster 3, which from this point forward will be referred to as the
Asian cluster. The list o f schools and z-scores for the A sian cluster can be found in
A ppendix E. This cluster o f schools included Alam o ES, Bass ES, B atterm an ES, Beatty
ES, B endorf ES, Roger Bryan ES, Cartwright ES, D ecker ES, D iskin ES, M arion Earl
ES, Frias ES, G ehring ES, Givens ES, Goolsby ES, Goynes ES, H ayes ES, Hummel ES,
Iverson ES, Jydstrup ES, Kim ES, M endoza ES, Ries ES, Rogers ES, Tanaka ES, Thiriot
ES, Treem ES, W hitney ES, and W olff ES.
Analysis began w ith identifying and elim inating any and all outliers from the
A sian mean reading or m ean m ath scale scores. Repeating the definition o f outlier as a
mean scale score outside the 1.5 x IQR, the reading Q l o f 307.93, m edian o f 316.73, Q3
o f 327.53, IQ R o f 19.6 (Q l - Q3), and 1.5 x IQ R o f 29.4 resulted in extrem e values o f
278.53 and 356.93. The lower-bound critical value o f 278.53 w ould place the mean
reading scale score for Thiroit ES (M = 265.04) outside the low er outlier range. No
schools were identified as outliers in the upper-bound reading range with Goolsby ES
having the m axim um m ean reading scale score (M = 353.50), well w ithin the upperbound critical value o f 356.93.
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Replicating the outlier analysis with the A sian mean math scale scores resulted in
a Q l o f 326.81, m edian o f 335.59, Q3 o f 349.27, IQR o f 22.46 (Q l - Q3), and 1.5 x IQR
o f 33.69. The critical values o f 293.12 and 382.96 identified Thiroit ES as an outlier
helow expected distributions (M = 282.60) and B endorf ES an outlier ahove expected
distributions (M = 391.41). Therefore, for analysis purposes Thiroit ES will be rem oved
from the reading A N O V A study w ith Thiriot ES and B endorf ES rem oved from m ath
ANOVA analysis.
The one-w ay A nalysis o f Variance (ANOVA) was again used to determ ine if the
mean reading and m ean m ath scale scores within the Asian cluster differed significantly.
W ith Levene’s statistic for reading F(26,1940) = 1.14, P > .05 and m ath F(25,1859) =
0.96, P > 0.05 (table 19), reading and math equality o f variances could be assumed,
allowing for standard A N O V A procedures using Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis. The
standard A NO V A chart, found in table 18, revealed a significant relationship for reading,
F(26,1940) = 3.34, P < .05, and math, F(25,1859) = 3.72, P < .05, allowing for rejection
o f the null hypothesis that all m ean reading and math scale scores are the same and
acceptance o f the alternative hypothesis that at least two o f the schools in the A sian
cluster have significantly different mean reading or mean math scale scores. The Asian
cluster m ean scale scores, standard deviations, standard errors, 95% confidence intervals,
and m inim um /m axim um values can he found in A ppendix F.
To determ ine which schools experienced significant differences in mean reading
and mean math scale scores, T ukey’s HSD post-hoc procedure for equal variances was
used. Sim ilar to Tam hane’s T2 post-hoc procedure, Tukey’s HSD is a conservative
pairw ise com parison test, based upon a t-procedure, that compares the differences in
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m ean reading and m ean math scale score betw een school (1) and each com parison school
(J) within the A sian cluster to generate a m atrix o f differences (I - J), using an asterisk to
indicate significance at a = .05 (Appendix G). Also included in T ukey’s HSD m atrix is
the standard error o f differences, level o f significance (a = .05), and 95% confidence
interval o f the differences.
An exam ination o f the differences in m ean reading scale scores for those schools
located in the Asian cluster, less Thiroit ES, identified B endorf ES (M = 353.40) as
having a m ean reading scale score significantly greater than the m ean reading scale
scores o f A lam o ES (M = 316.55), Batterm an ES (M = 313.37), D ecker ES (M = 309.54),
D iskin ES (M = 293.94), Gehring ES (M = 299.27), H ayes ES (M = 305.65), H um m el ES
(M = 312.12), Jydstrup ES (M = 308.13), Ries ES (M = 302.83),Tanaka ES (M =
307.73), and Treem ES (M = 311.03, A ppendix G). Goolsby ES (M = 453.50) had a
mean reading scale score that was also significantly greater than D iskin ES, Gehring ES,
Hayes ES, Ries ES, and Tanaka ES, w ith Givens ES (M = 344.97) significantly greater
than D iskin ES and Gehring ES.
Evaluating the Asian schools w ith significantly low er m ean reading scale scores
revealed A lam o ES, Batterman ES, D ecker ES, H um m el ES, Jydstrup ES, and Treem ES
as having m ean scale scores significantly lower than the scale score for B endorf ES with
Tanaka ES, H ayes ES, and Ries ES significantly low er than B endorf ES and Goolsby ES.
And finally, G ehring ES and D iskin ES each had m ean reading scale scores that were
significantly low er than B endorf ES, Givens ES, and Goolsby ES. The rem aining
schools in the A sian cluster (Bass ES, M = 320.08; Beatty ES, M = 321.64; Roger Bryan
ES, M = 321.92; Cartwright ES, M = 328.78; M arion Earl ES, M = 316.90; Frias ES, M
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= 331.37; G oynes ES, M = 329.96; Iverson ES, M = 326.10; Kim ES, M = 326.28;
M endoza ES, M = 311.22; Rogers ES, M = 334.30; W hitney ES, M == 305.54; W olff ES,
M = 320.89) ail had m ean reading scale scores that were, statistically speaking,
equivalent.

Table 18. Asian ANOVA Summary Table
Sum o f
Squares
RSS

Between
Groups
W ithin
Groups
Total

MSS

Between
Groups
W ithin
Groups
Total

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

334

0.00

T72

0.00

370173.48

26

14237.44

8281274.03

1940

4268.70

8651447.52

1966

436988.93

25

17479.56

8738661.32

1859

4700.73

9175650.25

1884

Table 19. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance for Asian
Levene Statistic

dH

df2

Sig.

RSS

1.14

26

1940

0.29

MSS

0.96

25

1859

0.52

The A NO V A procedure for Asian m ean math scale scores began w ith rem oving
from analysis outlier sehools Thiroit ES (M = 282.60) and B endorf ES (M = 391.41). An
A NOVA procedure o f the rem aining schools, using T ukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis,
identified Givens ES as having a m ean math scale score (M = 378.22) significantly
greater than Alam o ES (M = 338.01), Bass ES (M = 335.65), Batterm an ES (M =
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334.67), D ecker ES (M = 324.53), Diskin ES (M = 314.58), H um m el ES (M = 322.05),
Iverson ES (M = 334.65), Jydstrup ES (M = 303.82), M endoza ES (M = 322.36), Ries ES
(M = 329.09), Tanaka ES (M = 335.09), and W hitney ES (M = 316.75). R ogers ES (M =
368.87) produced a m ean math scale score that w as significantly greater than D ecker ES,
Diskin ES, H um m el ES, and Jydstrup ES w ith Goolshy ES (M = 374.33) significantly
greater than D iskin ES, Hummel ES, and Jydstrup ES. And finally, Kim ES (M =
357.93) and Frias ES (M = 353.02) each had m ean math scale scores significantly greater
than Jydstrup ES.
An evaluation o f the m ean m ath scale scores for the A sian cluster schools scoring
in the lower range revealed Alamo ES, Bass ES, Batterm an ES, Iverson ES, M endoza ES,
Ries ES, Tanaka ES, and W hitney ES as having mean math scale scores that were
significantly low er than Givens ES w ith D ecker ES and Hummel ES both significantly
lower than Givens ES and Rogers ES. And finally, D iskin ES had a m ean m ath scale
score that was significantly lower than Givens ES, Goolsby ES, and Rogers ES with
Jydstrup ES significantly lower than Givens ES, Goolshy ES, Frias ES, Kim ES, and
Rogers ES. The rem aining Asian cluster schools (Beatty ES, M = 348.44; Roger Bryan
ES, M = 339.15; Cartwright ES, M = 350.10; M arion Earl ES, M = 336.20; Gehring ES,
M = 332.00; Goynes ES, M = 335.53; Hayes ES, M = 335.21; Treem ES, M = 336.59;
W olff ES, M = 346.68) dem onstrated no significant difference in mean m ath scale scores.
To summarize, Thiroit ES was identified as an outlier in the Asian cluster and
rem oved from analysis for both reading and m ath w ith B endorf ES identified as an outlier
and removed for math only. B endorf ES, Goolsby ES, and G ivens ES w ere recognized as
having significantly greater reading scale scores w ith Givens ES, Rogers ES, Goolsby
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ES, K im ES, and Frias ES all having significantly greater mean m ath scale scores.
A lam o ES, Batterm an ES, D ecker ES, Hummel ES, Jydstrup ES, and Treem ES had
m ean reading scale scores that were significantly lower than B endorf ES w ith Hayes ES,
Ries ES, and Tanaka ES significantly lower than B endorf ES and Goolshy ES w hile
G ehring ES and D iskin ES each had mean reading scale scores that w ere significantly
lower than B endorf ES, Givens ES, and Goolshy ES. Alamo ES, Bass ES, Batterm an ES,
Iverson ES, M endoza ES, Ries ES, Tanaka ES, and W hitney ES all had m ean m ath seale
scores that were significantly low er than Givens ES with Deeker ES significantly low er
than G ivens ES and Rogers ES while Hummel ES and Diskin ES each had m ean m ath
scales seores that were significantly lower than Givens ES, Goolsby ES, and Rogers ES.
A nd finally, Jydstrup ES had a mean m ath seale score that was significantly low er than
Givens ES, Goolsby ES, Frias ES, Kim ES, and Rogers ES. All other schools in the
A sian cluster had m ean reading and mean m ath scale seores that were, statistieally
speaking, equivalent.

Hispanic Suhgroup Analvsis
Cluster 5 form ed a unique, homogeneous subgroup o f 52 schools representative o f
the H ispanic subgroup, w ith a list o f schools and z-scores found in A ppendix E. In
response to the effects o f multicollinearity, the H ispanic cluster w as representative o f
Hispanic, LEP, and FRL, m aking possible the inclusion o f pairw ise m utually exclusive
schools for Hispanic, LEP, or FRL. To com pensate for this m isclassification,
Cunningham ES (34.42% H ispanic, 22.22% LEP, & 66.67% FRL), Fong ES (42.68%
Hispanic, 28.66% LEP & 62.42% FRL), and Paradise ES (47.13% Hispanic, 35.67%
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LEP, & 99.36% FRL) were relocated from the H ispanic cluster to the district cluster.
Those schools rem aining in the H ispanic cluster included Bell ES, Bracken ES, Cahlan
ES, Cambeiro ES, Cortez ES, Craig ES, Crestw ood ES, Culley ES, Dailey ES, Dearing
ES, Detwiler ES, Edw ards ES, G ragson ES, H arm on ES, Herron ES, H ew etson ES,
H ollingsw orth ES, Ira Earl ES, Jeffers ES, Lake ES, Lincoln ES, Long ES, Lunt ES,
Lynch ES, M anch ES, M cCall ES, M oore ES, M ountain View ES, Park ES, Petersen ES,
Pittman ES, Red Rock ES, Ronnow ES, Ronzone ES, Rowe ES, Rundle ES, Snyder ES,
Squires ES, Sum-ise Acres ES, Tom W illiam s ES, Tate ES, Thom as ES, Twin Lakes ES,
U llom ES, Vegas V erdes ES, W arren ES, W engert ES, W oolley ES, and W ynn ES.
As w ith the African A m erican and A sian clusters, it was necessary to identify and
eliminate from analysis any Hispanic mean reading or mean math scale score outliers.
U sing the definition o f an outlier as any m ean scale score outside the 1.5 x IQR, the
Hispanic reading Q l o f 250.00, m edian o f 260.86, Q3 o f 264.75, IQR o f 14.75 (Q l Q3), and 1.5 x IQR o f 22.13 resulted in extrem e values o f 227.87 and 286.83. W hile no
schools in the Hispanic cluster were found to have a m ean reading scale scores below the
lower critical value, Cahlan ES (M = 300.15) was identified as an outlier w ith a mean
reading scale score above the upper critical value.
O utlier calculations for the m ean m ath scale scores quantified a Q l o f 270.23,
m edian o f 276.62, Q3 o f 286.29, IQ R o f 16.06 (Q l - Q 3 ) ,a n d 1.5 x IQR o f 24.09,
resulting in critical values o f 246.14 and 310.28. Petersen ES (M = 234.13) was
identified as an outlier below expected distributions with Cahlan ES (M = 314.95)
identified as an outlier above expected distributions. To avoid bias resulting from the
influence o f outliers on scale score distributions, Cahlan ES was rem oved from the
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Hispanic reading A NO V A study while Petersen ES and Cahlan ES were rem oved from
the Hispanic m ath A NO V A analysis.
To determ ine if the m ean reading and m ean m ath scale scores for schools w ithin
the Hispanic cluster differed significantly, the one-w ay Analysis o f V ariance (A NOVA)
was again perform ed using either T ukey’s HSD or Tam hane’s T2 post-hoc analysis.
M ethods for post-hoc analysis were once more dependent upon L evene’s test o f
hom ogeneity o f variances, with output p-values greater than .05 allow ing T ukey’s HSD
w hile output p-values less than .05 violating the assum ption o f hom ogeneity o f variances.
In such cases w here p < .05, the W elch robust tests o f equality o f m eans F-ratio was
reported and post-hoc analysis carried out using Tam hane’s T2 procedure. The m ain
A NOVA sum m ary table and Levene’s test o f hom ogeneity o f variances for the Hispanic
mean reading and m ean math scale scores can be found in tables 20 and 21, respectively.
W ith L evene’s statistic less than .05 for both reading, F (4 7 ,l 1434)=1.64, p < .05, and
math, F (4 6 ,l 1263)=2.37, p < .05, one o f the assum ptions o f the m ain ANOVA had been
violated, m aking it necessary to report the F-ratio o f the alternative statistic, W elch’s
robust tests o f equality o f means. The W elch F-ratio, found in table 22, verified the
mean reading and m ean m ath scale scores differed significantly as a function o f school
w ith reading F(47,3630.09) = 7.65, p < .05, and m ath F(46,3565.80) = 8.75, p < .05.
Hispanic reading and m ath m ean scale scores, standard deviations, standard errors, 95%
confidence intervals, and m inim um / maxim um values can be found in A ppendix F with
the post-hoc table o f differences and significance levels in A ppendix G.
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Table 20. Hispanic ANOVA Summary Table
Sum o f Squares
RSS

MSS

df

1749424.34

47

37221.79

W ithin Groups

57600473.03

11434

5037.65

Total

59349897.37

11481

1990779.06

46

43277.81

W ithin Groups

56470334.37

11236

5025.84

Total

58461113.44

11282

Between Groups

Between Groups

F

Sig.

7.39

0.00

8.61

0.00

M ean Square

Table 21. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance for Hispanic
Levene Statistic

d fl

dfZ

Sig.

RSS

1.64

47

11434

0.00

MSS

2.37

46

11236

0.00

Table 22. Welch Robust Tests of Equality of Means for Hispanic
Statistic

d fl

dfZ

Sig.

RSS

W elch

7.65

47

3630.09

0.00

MSS

W elch

8.75

46

3565.80

0.00

The detailed analysis o f the ANOVA procedure using m ean reading scale scores
across the Hispanic cluster schools, less outlier Cahlan ES with Tam hane’s T2 post-hoe
procedure, resulted in H arm on ES (M = 285.64) having a m ean reading scale score
significantly greater that Bell ES (M = 242.90), Culley ES (M = 239.26), Craig ES (M =
252.48), Dearing ES (M = 253.34), D etw iler ES (M = 250.64), Ira Earl ES (M = 248.62),
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Herron ES ( M = 242.29), H ew etson ES (M = 258.23), Hollingsw orth ES (M = 246.95),
Jeffers ES (M = 231.96), Lake ES (M = 258.51), Long ES (M = 246.39), Lunt ES (M =
243.86), M anch ES (M = 236.41), Petersen ES ( M = 229.96), R onnow ES (M = 260.92),
Sunrise Acres ES (M = 251.85), Tate ES (M = 242.26), Torn W illiam s ES (M = 254.97),
and W ynn ES (M = 249.35). The next schools with significantly large reading scale
scores w ere Crestwood ES (M = 283.05), Tw in Lakes ES (M = 282.15) and Bracken ES
(M = 179.91), each having a m ean reading scale score significance level sim ilar to
H arm on ES less the significantly larger relationship with Dearing ES, H ew etson ES,
Lake ES, and Ronnow ES. Lincoln ES followed next, having a m ean reading scale score
(M = 276.03) sim ilar to Bracken ES, Crestwood ES, and Twin Lakes ES less the
significantly greater relationship with Craig ES, Detw iler ES, Sunrise A cres ES, and Tom
W illiam s ES. And finally. Red Rock ES (M = 277.84) had a m ean reading scale score
resem bling Lincoln ES minus the significantly greater relationship to W ynn ES.
Edwards ES (M = 270.44) had a mean reading scale score that was significantly
greater than Bell ES, Culley ES, Herron ES, Jeffers ES, Lunt ES, M anch ES, Peterson
ES, and Tate ES w ith Vegas Verdes ES having a mean reading scale score (M = 271.04)
sim ilar to Edwards ES less the significantly greater relationship to Lunt ES and Tate ES.
Snyder ES (M = 267.19) and Squires ES (M = 267.01) were also sim ilar to Edw ards less
the significantly greater relationship w ith Culley ES w hile Dailey ES (M = 264.13) was
sim ilar to Snyder ES and Squires ES minus the significantly greater relationship with
Bell ES. Gragson ES (M = 261.44), Lynch ES (M = 262.36), Park ES (M = 265.22), and
W oolley ES (M = 261.06) each had a mean reading scale score that was significantly
greater than Jeffers ES, M anch ES, and Petersen ES w ith Cam beiro ES (M = 264.28),
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Cortez ES (M = 261.64), M oore ES (M = 260.79), Rundle ES (M = 262.57), Thom as ES
(M = 262.11), U llom ES (M = 263.35), W arren ES (M = 260.86), and W engert ES (M =
263.16) ail significantly greater than Jeffers ES and Petersen ES. A nd finally, M cCall ES
had a mean reading scale score (M = 262.25) that was significantly greater than Jeffers
ES.
An exam ination o f those schools w ith m ean reading scale scores significantly
lower than expected revealed Ronnow ES had a scale score significantly greater than
Jeffers ES, M anch ES, and Peterson ES, w hile at the same time significantly less than
H arm on ES. This pattern was repeated at Lake ES and Hewetson ES, with both
significantly greater than Jeffers ES and Peterson ES, while at the same tim e significantly
less than H arm on ES, w ith Tom W illiam s ES having a mean reading scale score that was
significantly greater than Jeffers ES and at the same time significantly less than Bracken
ES, Crestwood ES, H arm on ES, and Tw in Lakes ES.
Dearing ES had a m ean reading scale score that was significantly less than
H arm on ES only with Craig ES, D etw iler ES, and Sunrise Acres ES all significantly less
than Bracken ES, Crestwood ES, H arm on ES and Tw in Lakes ES. W ynn ES
dem onstrated m easurem ents sim ilar to Craig ES, D etw iler ES, and Sunrise Acres ES w ith
the addition o f having a mean reading scale score that was significantly low er than
Lincoln ES. Ira Earl ES, H ollingsw orth ES, and Long ES were each sim ilar to W ynn ES
w ith an addition significantly lower relationship to Red Rock ES w hile Tate ES and Lunt
ES each had reading scale scores significantly less than Bracken ES, Crestw ood ES,
Edwards ES, H arm on ES, Lincoln ES, R ed Rock ES and Tw in Lakes ES. Culley ES was
sim ilar to Tate ES and Lunt ES w ith an additional significantly lower m ean reading scale
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score relationship to V egas Verdes ES. Bell ES was sim ilar to Culley ES as well as
significantly low er than Snyder ES and Squires ES w hile Herron ES continued this
pattern w ith a profile sim ilar to Bell ES as well as being significantly lower than Dailey
ES. And finally, M anch ES was similar to Bell ES w ith the inclusion o f being
significantly low er than Gragson ES, Lynch ES, Park ES, Ronnow ES and W oolley ES
with Jeffers ES dem onstrating a mean reading scale score significantly less than all
schools in the Hispanic subgroup with the exception o f Bell ES, C raig ES, Culley ES,
Bearing ES, D etw iler ES, Ira Earl ES, Herron ES, H ollingsw orth ES, Jeffers ES, Long
ES, Lunt ES, M anch ES, Petersen ES, Pittman ES, Ronzone ES, R ow e ES, Sunrise Acres
ES, Tate ES, M ountain V iew ES, and W ynn ES, w hile Petersen ES was similar to Jeffers
ES less a significantly low er relationship to M cCall ES and Tom W illiam s ES. As a final
note, Pittm an ES, Rowe ES, Ronzone ES and M ountain View ES dem onstrated mean
reading scale scores with no significant relationships to any o f the schools in the Hispanic
cluster.
A n exam ination o f the math mean scale score A NOVA procedure for the
Hispanic cluster, less outliers Cahlan ES and Petersen ES with the Tam hane’s T2 posthoc procedure applied, resulted in Twin Lakes ES (M = 305.25) and H arm on ES (M =
303.00) each having m ean math seale seores signifieantly greater than Bell ES (M =
254.74), Cortez ES (M = 273.92), Culley ES (M = 256.96), B earing ES (M = 264.31),
Detw iler ES (M = 270.54), Ira Earl ES (M = 274.72), Edwards ES (M = 269.94), Herron
ES (M = 266.70), H ollingsw orth ES (M = 252.35), Jeffers ES (M = 249.37), Lake ES (M
= 271.99), Long ES (M = 272.13), Lunt ES (M = 260.70), M anch ES (M = 257.35),
M oore ES (M = 270.51), Ronzone ES (M = 271.11), Rowe ES fM = 273.92), Tate ES (M
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= 274.24), M ountain V iew ES (M = 268.18), W engert ES (M = 271.85), Torn W illiam s
ES (M = 277.87), W oolley ES (M = 271.80), and W ynn ES (M = 253.36). A sim ilar
relationship w as found w ith G ragson ES (M = 296.93),which had a m ean m ath scale
seore that was signifieantly greater than Bell ES, Culley ES, B earing ES, B etw iler ES, Ira
Earl ES, Edwards ES, H erron ES, Hollingsworth ES, Jeffers ES, Lake ES, Long ES, Lunt
ES, M aneh ES, M oore ES, Ronzone ES, W oolley ES, and W ynn ES, w hile the m ean
math scale seore at V egas Verdes ES (M = 298.32) was signifieantly greater than Bell
ES, Culley ES, B earing ES, Edw ards ES, Herron ES, H ollingsw orth ES, Jeffers ES, Lunt
ES, M anch ES, M oore ES, W oolley ES, and W ynn ES. Crestwood ES (M = 296.79) had
a mean m ath seale score that was sim ilar to Vegas Verdes ES less the significantly
greater relationship w ith M oore ES followed by Red Rock ES (M = 297.19), also similar
to Vegas V erdes ES less the significantly greater relationship w ith M oore ES and
W oolley ES. Lincoln ES (M = 292.12) had a mean math scale seore that was
signifieantly greater than Bell ES, Culley ES, Herron ES, Hollingsw orth ES, Jeffers ES,
Lunt ES, M anch ES, and W ynn ES, w ith Craig ES (M = 289.65), R onnow ES (M =
286.91) and Thom as ES (M = 290.21) all similar to Lincoln ES w ith the exception o f no
significant relationship to Herron ES.
Additional H ispanic cluster schools having mean reading seale seores that were
signifieantly greater than expected w ere Bailey ES (M = 285.13), H ew etson ES (M =
285.68) and Rundle ES (M = 286.898), each significantly greater than Bell ES, Culley
ES, Hollingsworth ES, Jeffers ES, M anch ES, and W ynn ES, w ith Cam beiro ES (M =
285.67), Lynch ES (M = 283.54), and Snyder ES (M = 285.12) sim ilar to B ailey ES,
Hewetson ES, and R undle ES less the significantly greater relationship to Culley ES.
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Squires ES (M = 279.98) had a m ean reading scale score that was signifieantly greater
than Bell ES, H ollingsw orth ES, Jeffers ES, and W ynn ES, w ith Park ES (M = 282.26)
significantly greater than Bell ES, H ollingsw orth ES, and Jeffers ES, while W arren ES
(M = 282.03) was signifieantly greater than H ollingsw orth ES and Jeffers ES. And
finally. Bracken ES (M = 280.71), M cCall ES (M = 279.67), Sunrise Aeres ES (M =
276.62), and Ullom ES (277.34) eaeh had mean reading seale seores that were
significantly greater than Jeffers ES.
Exam ining those schools in the Hispanic cluster with low er than expected mean
seale seores revealed Tom W illiams ES had a m ean m ath seale seore that was
significantly greater than Bell ES, H ollingsw orth ES, and Jeffers ES, while at the same
tim e signifieantly lower than H arm on ES and Tw in Lakes ES. Ira Earl ES dem onstrated
a sim ilar characteristic by having a mean math seale seore that was signifieantly greater
than Jeffers ES while at the same tim e significantly low er than Gragson ES, Harmon ES,
and Twin Lakes ES, w hile W oolley ES had a mean m ath scale seore that w as also
significantly greater than Jeffers ES while at the same tim e significantly less than
Crestwood ES, Gragson ES, H arm on ES, Twin Lakes ES and V egas Verdes ES. Cortez
ES, M ountain V iew ES, Rowe ES, Tate ES, and W engert ES were all signifieantly less
than H arm on ES and Twin Lakes ES, with D etw iler ES, Lake ES, Long ES, and Ronzone
ES significantly less than Gragson ES, Harmon ES and Twin Lakes ES, w hile M oore ES
had a m ean m ath scale seore that was significantly less than G ragson ES, H arm on ES,
Twin Lakes ES, and Vegas V erdes ES. Bearing ES and Edwards ES were eaeh
significantly less than Crestwood ES, Gragson ES, H arm on ES, Red Rock ES, Twin
Lakes ES, and V egas Verdes ES, w ith Herron ES significantly low er than Crestwood ES,
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Gragson ES, H arm on ES, Lincoln ES, Red Roek ES, Twin Lakes ES, and Vegas V erdes
ES. Lunt ES had a m ean math seale score that was sim ilar in significance to H erron ES
as w ell as significantly low er than Craig ES, R onnow ES, and Thom as ES, w ith Culley
ES sim ilar to Lunt ES as well as being signifieantly lower than Dailey ES, H ew etson ES,
and Rundle ES, w hile M anch ES was sim ilar to Culley ES with the addition o f being
significantly low er than Cam beiro ES, Lyneh ES, and Snyder ES. W ynn ES had a mean
math seale seore that was signifieantly low er than Cam beiro ES, Craig ES, Crestwood
ES, Dailey ES, G ragson ES, Harmon ES, H ew etson ES, Lincoln ES, Lyneh ES, Red
Roek ES, R onnow ES, Rundle ES, Snyder ES, Squires ES, Thom as ES, Tw in Lakes ES,
and Vegas V erdes ES w ith Bell ES sim ilar to W ynn ES, as well as being significantly
lower than Park ES and Tom W illiams, while H ollingsw orth ES was sim ilar to Bell ES,
w ith the inclusion o f a significantly low er relationship to W arren ES. And finally, Jeffers
ES had a mean m ath scale seore that was significantly lower than Bracken ES, Cam beiro
ES, Craig ES, Crestw ood ES, Dailey ES, Ira Earl ES, Gragson ES, H arm on ES,
Hewetson ES, Lincoln ES, Lynch ES, M cCall ES, Park ES, Red Roek ES, Ronnow ES,
Rundle ES, Snyder ES, Squires ES, Sunrise Acres ES, Thom as ES, Tw in Lakes ES,
Ullom ES, V egas V erdes ES, W arren ES, T. W illiams ES, and W oolley ES. Pittm an ES
(M = 273.17) w as the only school in the Hispanic cluster that did not dem onstrate
significant m ean m ath seale seore relationships.
In sum m ary, Calhan ES was rem oved from the H ispanic cluster reading analysis
as an outlier having above expected values with Bracken ES, Crestw ood ES, H arm on ES,
and Twin Lakes ES eaeh dem onstrating m ean reading scale seores that were signifieantly
greater than the m ean reading perform ance o f Jeffers ES, M anch ES, and Peterson ES.
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The rem aining schools dem onstrated signifieanee in m ean reading scale scores to a lesser
degree w ith Pittm an ES, Ronzone ES, R ow e ES, and M ountain V iew ES providing no
significant relationships. The analysis o f Hispanic m ath mean seale scores began with
Calhan ES rem oved as an outlier above expected distributions with Petersen ES removed
as an outlier below expected distributions, leaving Gragson ES, H arm on ES and Twin
Lakes ES reporting mean math seale seores that w ere signifieantly greater when
compared to Bell ES, Jeffers ES, H ollingsw orth ES, M anch ES and Wyrm ES. Similar to
the reading m ean seale score analysis, m any Hispanic schools dem onstrated significant
relationships in mean math scale seore to a lesser degree with Pittm an ES again providing
no significant relationships.

W hite Subgroup A nalvsis
The W hite cluster reading m edian seale score o f 324.06 with Q1 o f 312.21 and
Q3 o f 335.44 resulted in an IQ R o f 23.23. An evaluation o f outliers using 1.5 x IQR
(34.85) resulted in extreme values o f 277.36 and 370.89, elim inating all White cluster
schools as potential reading outliers. Repeating this procedure, using the white cluster
mean m ath seale scores, resulted in a m edian scale score o f 339.62, Q1 o f 328.55, Q3 o f
351.07, IQR o f 22.52, and 1.5 x IQR o f 33.78. A pplying the assessm ent to Q1 and Q3
resulted in extreme values o f 294.77 and 384.85, again outside the range o f white mean
m ath scale scores. Based upon these results, all schools in the W hite cluster were found
within the outlier extreme values for both reading and math, allowing the entire cluster o f
schools to be included in the A NO V A procedure.
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The m ain A N O V A summary table for the White cluster, found in table 23,
reported a reading F(28,7213) = 11.18, p < .05, and a m athF (29,7213) = 13.91, p < .05,
indicating a significant difference in mean reading and mean m ath seale scores did exists
in at least one pair o f schools for eaeh respective subject area. As L evene’s test o f
hom ogeneity o f variances illustrated in table 24, the test o f equality o f variances among
schools in the W hite cluster revealed significant differences in reading seale seore
variances, F(29,7213) = 2.02. p < .05, with math non-signifieant, F(29,7213)=1.21, p >
.05. W ith the assum ption o f equal variances in math, standard A N O V A procedures could
be carried out using T ukey’s HSD post-hoe analysis. W ith the assum ption o f
hom ogeneity o f variances in reading violated, W elch’s robust test o f equality o f m eans
was reported w ith post-hoe analysis carried out using Tam hane’s T2 procedure. W elch’s
robust test o f equality, found in table 25, reported a significant reading relationship with
F (29,2388.42)= 11.02, p < .05, meaning the A NOVA procedure could be carried out for
reading using Tam hane’s T2 post-hoe procedure. The W hite cluster reading and math
mean scale scores, standard deviations, standard errors, 95% confidence intervals, and
m inim um /m axim um values can be found in A ppendix F with post-hoc table o f
differences and signifieanee levels in A ppendix G.
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Table 23. White ANOVA Summary Table

RSS

MSS

Sum o f Squares

df

M ean Square

F

Sig.

1491698.52

29

51437.88

11.18

0.00

W ithin Groups

33193165.79

7213

4601.85

Total

34684864.31

7242

Between Groups

2021323.03

29

69700.79

13.91

0.00

W ithin Groups

36153118.60

7213

5012.22

Total

38174441.63

7242

B etw een Groups

Table 24. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance for White
Levene Statistic

d fl

df2

Sig.

RSS

2.02

29

7213

0.00

MSS

1.21

29

7213

0.20

Table 25. Welch Robust Tests of Equality of Means for White
Statistic

d fl

df2

Sig.

RSS

W elch

11.02

29

2388.92

0.00

MSS

W elch

13.82

29

2387.90

0.00

Twitehell ES was found to have the highest m ean reading seale seore in the W hite
cluster, M = 356.43, w hich was also significantly greater than Bonner ES (M = 323.65),
Richard Bryan ES (M = 330.91), Conners ES (M = 324.47), David Cox ES (M = 328.89),
Darnell ES (M = 308.91), D erfelt ES (M = 320.07), Eisenberg ES (M = 312.26),
Galloway ES (M = 311.97), Gibson ES (M = 327.66), Hill ES (M = 312.95), Jacobson
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ES (M = 314.99), M ay ES (M = 320.47), M orrow ES (M = 333.55), N ew ton ES (M =
317.24), Parson ES (M = 311.50), Piggott ES (M = 326.53), Rhodes ES (M = 312.21),
Glen Taylor ES (M = 310.80), Tobler ES (M = 305.41), Tom iyasu ES (M = 305.08), and
W alker ES (M = 312.06). Lamping ES (M = 345.82), Ober ES (M = 347.53), and Staton
ES (M = 348.81) each had mean reading scale scores that were significantly greater than
Bonner ES, Darnell ES, Derfelt ES, Eisenberg ES, Galloway ES, Hill ES, Jacobson ES,
M ay ES, N ew ton ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, Glen Taylor ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES,
and W alker ES, w ith Lum mis ES (M = 341.05) and Vanderburg ES (M = 340.22)
signifieantly greater than Darnell ES, Eisenberg ES, Galloway ES, Hill ES, Jacobson ES,
N ew ton ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, Glen Taylor ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and
W alker ES. Scherkenbach ES had a mean reading scale seore (M = 335.44) signifieantly
greater than Darnell ES, Eisenberg ES, Galloway ES, Hill ES, Rhodes ES, Glen Taylor
ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and W alker ES, with Bilbray ES (M = 335.29)
significantly greater than Darnell ES, Galloway ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and
W alker ES. The final schools to dem onstrate significantly greater m ean reading scale
scores w ere M cD oniel ES (M = 336.40), w hieh was significantly greater than Darnell ES
and Tobler ES w ith M orrow ES significantly greater than Darnell ES, Galloway ES,
Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and W alker ES, while at the same tim e significantly less than
Tw itehell ES. Richard Bryan ES, Cormers ES, D avid Cox ES, Gibson ES, and Piggott
ES each had m ean reading scale scores that were significantly low er than Twitehell ES
w ith Bonner ES, D erfelt ES, and M ay ES each significantly low er than Lam ping ES,
Ober ES, Staton ES, and Twitehell ES. Jacobson ES, N ew ton ES, and Parson ES each
had reading scale scores significantly lower than Lam ping ES, Lum m is ES, O ber ES,
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Staton ES, Tw itehell ES, and V anderhurg ES w ith Eisenberg ES, Hill ES, Rhodes ES,
and Glen Taylor ES all signifieantly lower than Lam ping ES, Lummis ES, O ber ES,
Scherkenbaeh ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES. And finally, Galloway
ES, Tom iyasu ES, and W alker ES all had m ean reading scale scores that were
significantly low er than Bilbray ES, Lam ping ES, Lum mis ES, M orrow ES, Ober ES,
Scherkenbach ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES, w ith Darnell ES and
Tobler ES each significantly low er than Bilbray ES, Lam ping ES, Lummis ES, M cDoniel
ES, M orrow ES, O ber ES, Seherkenbach ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg
ES.
The school with the greatest mean m ath seale score was again Twitehell ES,
having a m ean scale score o f 374.27 and signifieantly greater than Bilbray ES (M =
341.70), Bonner ES (M = 351.07), Richard Bryan ES (M = 346.96), Conners ES (M =
328.55), Darnell ES (M = 311.51), D erfelt ES (M = 330.31), Eisenberg ES (M = 334.75),
Galloway ES (M = 322.03), Gibson ES (M = 347.72), Hill ES (M = 326.49), Jacobson
ES (M = 333.06), Lum mis ES (M = 344.01), M ay ES (M = 338.05), M orrow ES (M =
336.70), N ew ton ES (M = 339.18), Parson ES (M = 316.15), Piggott ES (M = 340.06),
Rhodes ES (M = 322.70), Seherkenbach ES (M = 342.73), Glen Taylor ES (M = 346.45),
Tobler ES (M = 307.58), Tom iyasu ES (M = 321.51), and Walker ES (M = 335.82).
This was followed by Lam ping ES (M = 363.82) and Staton ES (M = 364.77), eaeh
having m ean m ath seale scores signifieantly greater than Bilbray ES, Conners ES,
Darnell ES, D erfelt ES, Eisenberg ES, Galloway ES, Hill ES, Jacobson ES, M ay ES,
M orrow ES, N ew ton ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and W alker
ES, with O ber ES (M = 362.72) and Vanderburg ES (M = 361.70) also significantly
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greater than Conners ES, Darnell ES, Derfelt ES, Eisenberg ES, G alloway ES, Hill ES,
Jacobson ES, M ay ES, M orrow ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES,
and W alker ES. M eDoniel ES (M = 363.44) had a m ean m ath seale score that was
signifieantly greater than Conners ES, Darnell ES, D erfelt ES, G allow ay ES, Hill ES,
Jaeobson ES, M orrow ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and W alker
ES, w ith D avid Cox ES (M = 352.85) signifieantly greater than Darnell ES, Galloway
ES, Hill ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, Tobler ES, and Tom iyasu ES.
In an interesting shift in the W hite cluster m easures o f significance, Bonner ES
had a m ean m ath scale seore that was significantly less than Tw itehell ES and
signifieantly greater than Darnell ES, Galloway ES, Hill ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES,
Tobler ES, and Tom iyasu ES. This pattern continued with G ibson ES and Glen Taylor
ES, eaeh significantly less than Twitehell ES while at the same tim e significantly greater
than Darnell ES, G alloway ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES, and Tobler ES, followed by
Richard Bryan ES, w hich was significantly less than Twitehell ES and significantly
greater than Darnell ES, Galloway ES, Parson ES, and Tobler ES w ith Lum mis ES,
Piggott ES, and Scherkenbach all significantly less than Twitehell ES and significantly
greater than Darnell ES and Tobler ES.
Bilbray ES and N ew ton ES eaeh had mean m ath scale scores that were
signifieantly less than Lam ping ES, Staton ES, and Twitehell ES w hile at the same time
significantly greater than Darnell ES and Tobler ES, w ith M ay ES significantly less than
Lam ping ES, Ober ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES while significantly
greater than Darnell ES and Tobler ES, followed by M orrow ES and W alker ES, each
significantly low er than Lam ping ES, M cDoniel ES, O ber ES, Staton ES, Tw itehell ES,
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and Vanderburg ES w hile at the same time significantly greater than Darnell ES and
Tobler ES.
The first school to provide a m ean m ath scale seore w ith no positive levels o f
signifieanee was Eisenberg ES, w hieh was significantly less than Lam ping ES, Ober ES,
Staton ES, Tw itehell ES, and V anderburg ES. This continued w ith Conners ES, Derfelt
ES, and Jacobson ES, each having mean math seale seores that were signifieantly less
than Lam ping ES, M cDoniel ES, Ober ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES,
w ith Tom iyasu ES and Hill ES signifieantly low er than Bonner ES, David Cox ES,
Lam ping ES, M cD oniel ES, O ber ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and Vanderburg ES.
Rhodes ES had a m ean math seale score that was signifieantly less than Bonner ES,
David Cox ES, Gibson ES, Lam ping ES, M eDoniel ES, Ober ES, Staton ES, Glen Taylor
ES, Twitehell ES, and Vanderburg ES, with Galloway ES and Parson ES significantly
less than Bormer ES, Richard Bryan ES, David Cox ES, Gibson ES, Lam ping ES,
M eDoniel ES, O ber ES, Staton ES, Glen Taylor ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES.
And finally, Darnell ES and Tobler ES had mean math seale scores that were
significantly less than Bilbray ES, Bonner ES, Richard Bryan ES, David Cox ES, Gibson
ES, Lamping ES, Lum m is ES, M ay ES, M eDoniel ES, M orrow ES, N ew ton ES, Ober
ES, Piggott ES, Seherkenbach ES, Staton ES, Glen Taylor ES, Twitehell ES, W alker ES,
and V anderburg ES.
To sum m arize. Lam ping ES, Lum mis ES, Ober ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and
Vanderburg ES all had mean reading seale seores that were signifieantly greater than
expected with Darnell ES, Galloway ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES, and W alker ES
signifieantly low er than expected. A sim ilar pattern was found during the m ean m ath
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scale seore A NO V A procedure, w ith Lam ping ES, M eDoniel ES, O ber ES, Staton ES,
Tw itehell ES, and V anderburg ES all providing m ean m ath scale seores signifieantly
greater than expected while D am ell ES, Parson ES, and Tobler ES all providing mean
math scale seores signifieantly lower than expected. The rem aining schools varied above
or below average m ean reading or mean m ath scale scores to a som ewhat lesser degree o f
significance w ith no schools identified as outliers.

lEP Subgroup Analysis
The final cluster group identified for analysis was the 35 schools identified as
having larger than expected populations o f students with individualized education plans
(lEP). A m edian reading scale score o f 229.77, Q1 o f 212.50, Q3 o f 257.41, IQR o f
44.91, and 1.5 x IQR o f 67.37 resulted in extrem e values o f 145.03 and 324.78.
Considering the m inim um mean reading scale seore for the lEP cluster was 168.36
(Griffith ES) and m axim um mean reading seale score for the lEP cluster was 288.49
(H eekethom ES), no schools were identified as having outlier m ean reading seale seores.
Repeating the lEP outlier procedure for m ean m ath scale scores resulted in a median
value o f 251.74, Q1 o f 229.36, Q3 o f 274.32, IQ R o f 44.96, 1.5 x IQR o f 67.44, and
extrem e values o f 161.62 and 341.76. W ith a m inim um m ean m ath scale score o f 187.04
(Griffith ES) and m axim um mean math seale score o f 307.91 (D ooley ES) no schools
were identified as having outlier mean math scale seores. Therefore, all schools
identified as having larger than expected populations o f lEP students were well w ithin the
extreme values necessary for identification as outliers in reading or math, requiring all
lE P cluster schools to be included in the A N O V A procedure.
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The m ain lE P A NO V A summary table, found in table 26, identified a significant
difference in m ean reading seale seores between at least one pair o f schools, F(34,1551)
= 6.96, p < .05. This significant relationship was also found when com paring across
school m ean m ath scale seores, w ith math F(34,1551) = 6.77, p < .05. The lEP ANOVA
post-hoe analysis for both reading and math was carried out using T am hane’s T2
procedure, w ith L evene’s test for hom ogeneity o f variances significant in both reading,
F(34.1551) = 2.10, p < .05, and math, F(34.1551) = 1.78, p < .05 (table 27), while
W elch’s robust tests o f equality o f means significant in reading, F(34,520.83) = 8.82, p <
.05, and m ath F(34,520.65) = 7.37, p < .05 (table 28). The lEP cluster reading and math
mean scale scores, standard deviations, standard errors, 95% confidence intervals, and
m inim um /m axim um values can be found in A ppendix F with post-hoc table o f
differences and significance levels in Appendix G.

Table 26. lE P A N O V A S u m m a ry T ab le
Sum o f
Squares
Betw een
1417525.36
RSS
Groups
W ithin
9293777.36
G roups
Total
10711302.72
Between
1477879.99
MSS
Groups
W ithin
9960835.76
Groups
Total
11438715.75

df

M ean
Square

F

Sig.

34

41691.92

6.96

0.00

1551

5992.12

6.77

0.00

1585
34

43467.06

1551

6422.20

1585
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Table 27. Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance for lEP
Levene Statistic

d fl

df2

Sig.

RSS

2.10

34

1551

0.00

M SS

1.78

34

1551

0.00

Table 28. Welch Robust Tests of Equality of Means for lEP
Statistic

d fl

df2

Sig.

RSS

W elch

8.82

34

520.83

0.00

MSS

W elch

7.37

34

520.65

0.00

W ithin the cluster o f schools identified as having larger than expected populations
o f lEP students, H eekethom ES (M = 288.49) had the largest m ean reading seale seore,
which was significantly greater than A ntonello ES (M = 216.28), Beekley ES (M =
217.27), Cozine ES (M = 229.77), Fyfe ES (M = 197.14), Griffith ES (M = 168.36),
Heard ES (M = 212.50), Hickey ES (M = 198.82), K atz ES (M = 215.28), M artin L. King
ES (M = 213.46), M artinez ES (M = 176.40), M eCaw ES (M = 215.32), M cW illiam s ES
(M = 175.62), Hal Smith ES (M = 206.41), Sewell ES (M = 210.41), Stanford ES (M =
205.15), and Robert Taylor ES (M = 212.91). This was followed by Roberts ES (M =
272.48), w hieh was signifieantly greater than Fyfe ES, Griffith ES, H ickey ES, M artin L.
King ES, M artinez ES, M cCaw ES, M cW illiam s ES, Hal Smith ES, and Stanford ES,
w ith Kahre ES (M = 272.30) and Helen Smith ES (M = 271.36) both significantly greater
than Fyfe ES, Griffith ES, Hickey ES, M artinez ES, M cW illiam s ES, Hal Smith ES, and
Stanford ES. Bartlett ES (M = 263.10) had a m ean reading scale seore that was
signifieantly greater than Fyfe ES, Griffith ES, M artinez ES, and M cW illiam s, w ith
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Adcock ES (M = 248.36), Allen ES (M = 264.09), Cari ES (M = 238.04) C hristensen ES
(M = 251.00), D ondero ES (M = 245.00), Dooley ES (M = 262.47), G arehim e ES (M =
257.41), K esterson ES (M = 259.36), N eal ES (M = 252.21), and Tarr ES (M = 244.42)
ail signifieantly greater than Griffith ES, M artinez ES, and M eW illiam s ES. Ferron ES
(M = 234.68) had a mean reading scale seore that w as signifieantly greater than Griffith
ES and M artinez ES, w ith Cozine ES signifieantly greater than Griffith ES, M artinez ES,
and M eW illiam s ES while significantly low er than H eekethom ES.
A sum m ary o f schools at the low er end o f the reading scale score distribution
revealed A ntonello ES, Beekley ES, H eard ES, K atz ES, Sewell ES, and R obert Taylor
ES all had reading seale scores that were signifieantly lower than H eekethom ES, w ith
M artin L K ing ES and M eCaw ES both significantly lower than H eekethom ES and
Roberts ES. H ickey ES, Hal Smith ES, and Stanford ES all had reading seale scores that
were signifieantly lower than H eekethom ES, Kahre ES, Roberts ES, and H elen Smith
ES, with Fyfe ES signifieantly low er than Bartlett ES, H eekethom ES, K ahre ES, Roberts
ES, and H elen Smith ES. And finally, M cW illiam s ES had a m ean reading seale score
that was signifieantly lower than Adeoek ES, Allen ES, Bartlett ES, Carl ES, Christensen
ES, Cozine ES, Dondero ES, Garehim e ES, H eekethom ES, Kahre ES, K esterson ES,
Neal ES, Roberts ES, Helen Smith ES, and Tarr ES, w ith Griffith ES and M artinez ES
both significantly low er than Adeoek ES, Allen ES, Bartlett ES, Carl ES, Christensen ES,
Cozine ES, D ondero ES, Ferron ES, Garehim e ES, H eekethom ES, K ahre ES, Kesterson
ES, Neal ES, Roberts ES, Helen Smith ES, and Tarr ES. Deskin ES (M = 229.25),
Hinman ES (M = 222.96), and M ack ES (M = 229.82) all dem onstrated no statistically
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significant relationships in m ean reading seale seores w hen eompared to schools
identified in the lEP eluster.
The lEP eluster school dem onstrating the highest mean m ath seale seore was
D ooley ES (M = 307.91), w hich was significantly greater than Beekley ES (M = 233.56),
Carl ES (M = 237.87), Cozine ES (M = 251.74), Fyfe ES (M = 233.66), Griffith ES (M =
187.04), H eard ES (M = 219.92), Hickey ES (M = 218.76), Hinm an ES (M = 233.62),
M artinez ES (M = 201.40), M cCaw ES (M = 207.60), M cW illiam s ES (M = 188.15),
Sewell ES (M = 229.36), Hal Sm ith ES (M = 221.39), and Stanford ES (M = 213.40).
This was followed by K ahre ES (M = 291.85), w hieh had a mean m ath seale seore that
was signifieantly greater than Beekley ES, Griffith ES, Hiekey ES, M artinez ES, M cCaw
ES, M cW illiam s ES, Hal Smith ES, and Stanford. Garehime ES (M = 288.17),
H eekethom ES (M = 291.75), and Roberts ES (M = 283.79) were all signifieantly greater
than Griffith ES, H ickey ES, M artinez ES, M eC aw ES, M cW illiam s ES, Hal Smith ES,
and Stanford ES, with Bartlett ES (M = 285.41) significantly greater than Griffith ES,
M artinez ES, M eCaw ES, M cW illiam s ES, Hal Smith ES, and Stanford. Helen Sm ith ES
(M = 291.36) and A llen ES (M = 280.66) had mean m ath scale scores that were
significantly greater than Griffith ES, M artinez ES, M cCaw ES, and M eW illiam s ES,
with Adeoek ES (M = 271.45), Christensen ES (M = 265.48), D ondero ES (M = 271.58),
and K esterson ES (M = 265.17) all significantly greater Griffith ES, M artinez ES, and
M cW illiam s ES. A nd finally, Antonello ES (M = 260.30) and D eskin ES (M = 274.32)
had m ean math scale scores that w ere signifieantly greater than Griffith ES and
M eW illiam s ES w ith Ferron ES (M = 251.68), M ack ES (M = 260.66), and Tarr ES (M =
260.24) signifieantly greater than M eW illiam s ES.
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Cozine ES had a mean m ath scale score that was significantly greater than
M eW illiam s ES and significantly less than Dooley ES, with Carl ES, Fyfe ES, Heard ES,
Hinm an ES and Sewell ES all having mean m ath seale scores that were signifieantly less
than Dooley ES. Beekley ES had a m ean math seale score that was signifieantly lower
than Kahre ES and Dooley ES with Hiekey ES signifieantly low er than D ooley ES,
Garehime ES, H eekethom ES, Kahre ES, and Roberts ES. Hal Sm ith ES and Stanford
ES were signifieantly less than Bartlett ES, Dooley ES, Garehim e ES, H eekethom ES,
Kahre ES, and Roberts ES, with M cCaw ES significantly less than A llen ES, Bartlett ES,
Dooley ES, G arehim e ES, H eekethom ES, K ahre ES, Roberts ES, and H elen Smith ES,
while M artinez ES was signifieantly less than Adeoek ES, Allen ES, B artlett ES,
Christensen ES, Dondero ES, D ooley ES, Garehim e ES, H eekethom ES, K ahre ES,
Kesterson ES, Roberts ES, and H elen Smith ES. A nd finally, Griffith ES had a mean
math seale seore that was signifieantly less than Adeoek ES, A llen ES, A ntonello ES,
Bartlett ES, Christensen ES, Deskin ES, Dondero ES, Dooley ES, G arehim e ES,
H eekethom ES, K ahre ES, Kesterson ES, Roberts ES, and Helen Smith ES, with
M eW illiam s ES significantly less than Adeoek ES, Allen ES, Antonello ES, Bartlett ES,
Christensen ES, Cozine ES, D eskin ES, Dondero ES, Dooley ES, Ferron ES, Garehime
ES, H eekethom ES, K ahre ES, Kesterson ES, M aek ES, Roberts ES, H elen Smith ES and
Tarr ES. K atz ES (M = 245.31), M artin L. King Jr. ES (M = 244.63), N eal ES (M =
253.87), and Robert Taylor ES (M = 233.60) dem onstrated no statistieally significant
relationships w ith respect to m ean m ath seale seore relative to schools identified in the
lEP cluster.
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In summary, no schools identified as outliers in the lEP cluster. H eekethom ES,
Roberts ES, Kahre ES, and H elen Smith ES w ere identified as having m ean reading scale
scores significantly greater than expected w ith Griffith ES, M artinez ES, and
M cW illiam s ES identified as having m ean reading scale seores signifieantly low er than
expected. Dooley ES, K ahre ES, H eekethom ES, Roberts ES, Garehim e ES, and Bartlett
ES dem onstrated lEP m ean m ath scale scores signifieantly greater than anticipated w ith
M cW illiam s ES, Griffith ES, and M artinez ES significantly low er than expected. And
finally, the mean reading scale scores for D eskin ES, Hinman ES, and M aek ES were
statistieally insignificant w ith the mean m ath seale scores for K atz ES, M artin L. K ing Jr.
ES, N eal ES, and Robert Taylor ES statistieally insignificant.

Summarv
Using student dem ographic data from the 2005-2006 N evada standards based
criterion referenced test, five unique, hom ogeneous clusters o f schools w ere formed
representing schools w ith larger than average populations from the subgroups African
American, Asian, Hispanic, W hite, and lEP. U sing standard A NO V A procedures,
significance testing identified schools in each respective eluster having significantly
higher or significantly low er m ean reading or m ean math scale seores. Standard A NO V A
procedures determ ined if a significant difference in mean reading or m ean m ath seale
scores existed, with Levene’s test o f hom ogeneity o f variances or W elch’s robust tests o f
equality o f means included. I f the standard A N O V A procedure found a significant
difference in m ean reading or m ean m ath scale seore (P < .05), and L evene’s test
concluded variances were equal (P > .05), post-hoe analysis was perform ed using
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Tukey’s HSD. I f Levene’s test identified unequal variances (P < .05), the W elch robust
tests o f equality o f means was used as an alternative. In such cases, if the standard
ANOVA procedure was significant (P < .05), and W elch’s test identified unequal means
(P < .05), post-hoe analysis was carried out using Tam hane’s T2 procedure.
All final clusters (African A m erican, Asian, Hispanic, W hite, and lEP) were
found to have significant w ithin group differences in both mean reading and m ean math
scale scores using the standard ANOVA procedures (P < .05). Equal variances, requiring
T ukey’s HSD post-hoc procedure, were found in the A sian m ean reading scale scores as
well as the A sian and W hite mean m ath seale scores. Unequal variances, requiring
Tam hane’s T2 post-hoe procedure, were found with the African Am erican, Hispanic,
W hite, and lEP mean reading seale seores as well as the African A m erican, Hispanic, and
lEP mean m ath scale seores.
H oggard ES, Booker ES, and M aekey ES were identified as having m ean reading
seale seores that were signifieantly greater than m ost schools in the African Am erican
cluster with Tartan ES, Elizondo ES, Fitzgerald ES, and Kelly ES significantly lower.
The rem aining African Am erican schools, whieh included Carson ES, G ilbert ES, Priest
ES, Reed ES, W atson ES, W ilhelm ES, and W. W illiam s ES, dem onstrated significance
in m ean reading seale seore to a lesser degree. Kelly ES and Fitzgerald ES were
identified as m ath outlier schools, having m ean math seale scores below expected
distributions, and rem oved from the African A m erican math analysis. H oggard ES, with
a mean m ath seale score significantly above expected distributions, was also identified as
an outlier school and rem oved from the African A m erican math analysis. A fter removal
o f outlier schools Kelly ES, Fitzgerald ES, H oggard ES, Gilbert ES and M aekey ES were
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identified as having m ean math scale scores signifieantly greater than Tartan ES. All
rem aining A frican A m erican schools dem onstrated no significant relationships in m ean
math scale scores.
Thiroit ES, having a m ean reading and m ean m ath seale seore below expected
distributions, was identified as an outlier school in the Asian eluster and rem oved from
both reading and m ath analysis. B endorf ES, w ith a m ean math seale score above
expected distributions, was identified as an outlier and removed from the Asian math
analysis only. B endorf ES, Goolsby ES, and Givens ES all dem onstrated A sian eluster
reading seale seores that were significantly greater with Givens ES, Rogers ES, Goolsby
ES, Kim ES, and Frias ES dem onstrating signifieantly greater m ean m ath scale scores.
Gehring ES and D iskin ES each had Asian cluster m ean reading scale scores that were
significantly low er than expected w ith Diskin ES, Hummel ES, and Jydstrup having
significantly low er m ean m ath scales scores. The m ean reading and m ean m ath seale
scores for all rem aining A sian cluster schools were, statistically speaking, equivalent.
In the H ispanic cluster, Calhan ES was identified as an outlier and rem oved from
the reading and math analysis. Petersen ES, with a m ean math seale seore below
expected distributions, w as also identified as an outlier and rem oved from the Hispanic
math analysis. As a result, Hispanic schools Bracken ES, Crestwood ES, Harmon ES,
and Twin Lakes ES all dem onstrated m ean reading seale scores that were significantly
greater w ith Jeffers ES, M aneh ES, and Peterson ES significantly lower. G ragson ES,
H armon ES and Tw in Lakes ES reporting math seale scores that w ere signifieantly
greater while Bell ES, Jeffers ES, H ollingsw orth ES, M aneh ES and W ynn ES all
reported m ean m ath scale seores that were significantly low. The rem aining H ispanic
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schools dem onstrated levels o f signifieanee in m ean reading and m ean math scale seore
to a somewhat lesser degree with Ronzone ES, Rowe ES, and M ountain V iew ES
dem onstrating no significant relationships in m ean reading seale seore while Pittm an ES
dem onstrating no significance in reading or math.
A n analysis o f those schools located in the W hite eluster found Lam ping ES,
Lummis ES, O ber ES, Staton ES, Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES having mean reading
scale seores that were significantly greater than D am ell ES, Galloway ES, Tobler ES,
Tom iyasu ES, and W alker ES. Lam ping ES, M eDoniel ES, O ber ES, Staton ES,
Twitehell ES, and V anderburg ES dem onstrated m ean math scale scores that were
significantly above expectations with D am ell ES, Galloway ES, Parson ES, Rhodes ES,
and Tobler ES dem onstrating math scale scores below expectations. The rem aining
White cluster schools varied in signifieanee above and below expectations to a lesser
degree with no schools identified as outliers.
And finally, no schools from the lEP cluster w ere identified as outliers with
H eekethom ES, Roberts ES, Kahre ES, and Helen Smith ES all reporting reading scale
seores significantly above expected distributions w ith Griffith ES, M artinez ES, and
M cW illiam s ES reporting reading seale seores significantly below expectations. Dooley
ES, Kahre ES, H eekethom ES, Roberts ES, Garehim e ES, and Bartlett ES dem onstrated
m ean m ath seale scores signifieantly above expectations with M cW illiam s ES, Griffith
ES, and M artinez ES reporting m ean math scale seores below expectations. And finally,
there w ere no significant relationships in the m ean reading scale scores for lEP cluster
schools D eskin ES, Hinm an ES, and M aek ES w ith significant relationships in the mean
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m ath scale scores for lE P cluster schools K atz ES, M artin L. King ES, N eal ES, and
Robert Taylor ES.
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CH A PTER 5

SUM M ARY OF FINDINGS, CO NCLUSIO NS, AND RECOM M ENDATIONS FOR
FUR THER STUDY
Introduction
It was the purpose o f this study to exam ine the effieaey o f NCLB w hen evaluating
the overall academic perform ance and annual progress o f Clark County School District
elementary schools sharing unique dem ographic characteristics. It was hypothesized that
the dominant student population w ould have a significant influence on academic
perform ance, w hieh if not considered m ay result in unnecessary sanctions w ith respect to
NCLB legislation. Using an SPSS Two Step cluster analysis procedure, schools were
grouped based upon dom inant student populations and determ inations made concerning
statistically significant differences in m ean reading and mean m ath CRT seale seores for
schools contained w ithin hom ogeneous clusters.

Summarv o f Findings
The findings from this study will be organized and described around the three
research questions.
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Q uestion 1 : W hich D em ographic Variables, as Recognized Through N CLB, Generate
U nique and H om ogeneous Clusters o f Five or M ore Schools
The initial Two Step eluster analysis procedure generated eight unique clusters,
representative o f the eight subgroups as identified through N CLB, w ith a m em bership
high o f 30 schools for eluster 8 to a low o f 12 schools for clusters 5 and 6. Considering
the purpose o f this study was to identify clusters o f schools serving subgroup populations
significantly greater than district averages, subgroup clusters m ust have exceeded the
positive t statistic at a = 0.05, with Bonferroni adjustm ents applied, before statistical
significance could be determined. Those subgroups identified as insignificant were
elim inated from analysis.
The A m erican Indian subgroup, w ith an average standardized value o f 0.04, failed
to dem onstrate significant positive mean values and was therefore statistieally
insignificant and elim inated from analysis. Also, no elementary schools included in this
study had an A m erican Indian population large enough to satisfy the m inim um
requirem ents for inclusion in inference testing, further justifying elim inating from
analysis the A m erican Indian subgroup. The Asian subgroup generated an overall
average value o f 0.40 w ith eluster 6 positive and significant, indicating the 12 schools
included in eluster 6 w ere representative o f a group o f schools having significantly larger
populations o f A sian students. A n average value o f 2.02 was recorded in the Hispanic
subgroup w ith w hat appeared to be two unique and significant clusters, clusters 7 and 8,
w ith both clusters positive and significant. The A frican A m erican subgroup had an
overall m ean o f 0.77, w ith cluster 4 representative o f a single significant cluster.
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Three significant cluster groups w ere identified w ith the white subgroup. W ith a
mean value o f 1.67, eluster 1, cluster 2, and cluster 3 were all unique and significant to
the White subgroup w hile students w ith lE P ’s dem onstrated an overall m ean value o f
0.08 and were significant with respect to clusters 3 and eluster 5. The LEP subgroup had
an overall mean value o f 2.27 and significant to cluster 7 and cluster 8, w hich followed a
pattern similar to the Hispanic subgroup. And finally, students identified as eligible for
ERL had an overall m ean value o f 3.24 and were also significant w ith respect to cluster 7
and cluster 8.
The Pearson’s product-m om ent correlation coefficient verified a strong positive
linear relationship existed between Hispanic, LEP, and ERL, w ith additional analysis
confirm ing the Asian, African A m erican, and W hite subgroups w ere unique and
independent while Hispanic, LEP and ERL exhibited strong m ultieollinearity. The
presence o f m ultieollinearity between Hispanic, LEP, and ERL created redundant
inform ation, m aking it inappropriate to analyze the three subgroups separately.
Therefore, further analysis elim inated the LEP and ERL subgroups from the data set with
the Hispanic subgroup representative o f the Hispanic, LEP, and ERL subgroups.
A second Tw oStep cluster analysis procedure was perform ed w ith the American
Indian subgroup rem oved from analysis due to insignificant populations and the Hispanic
subgroup representative o f Hispanic, LEP, and ERL. Phase II o f the Tw oStep cluster
analysis procedure recognized the A sian subgroup, cluster 3, as a single, statistically
significant cluster with a positive m ean value o f 3.19. The H ispanic subgroup, which
was representative o f Hispanic, LEP, and ERL, identified cluster 5 as a statistieally
significant cluster w ith a mean value o f 10.02. Cluster 4 was statistically significant with
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respect to the A frican A m erican subgroup with a mean value o f 10.70 w hile the W hite
subgroup was identified by cluster 2 with a mean value o f 8.71. A nd finally, the lEP
subgroup was found to be statistically significant with respect to cluster 1 w ith a m ean
value o f 0.88.
The initial TwoStep cluster analysis procedure, Phase I, served to identify
insignificant variables and m ulticollinearity between subgroups while the second
Tw oStep cluster analysis procedure. Phase II, generated five unique and statistically
significant clusters o f schools, each containing five or more schools, using subgroup
variables Asian, H ispanic, African American, W hite, and lEP. This w ould suggest that
although N CLB requires Clark County School District to report the perform ance o f the
A m erican Indian, Asian, Hispanic, African American, White, lEP, LEP, and FRL
subgroups, statistically speaking the only subgroups capable o f providing valid, nonredundant inform ation would be the Asian, Hispanic, African A m erican, W hite, and lEP
subgroups. The A m erican Indian, LEP, and FRL subgroups provided no additional
inform ation and sim ply increased the probability for not achieving adequate yearly
progress.
A nother interesting aspect was the com parison o f perform ance using m ean
reading and m ean m ath scale scores instead o f targeted rates o f proficiency. As discussed
earlier, the baseline rate o f proficiency was established by ranking schools in term s o f
subject area proficiency through cum ulative enrollm ent up to and including the 20*
percentile. B aseline rates o f proficiency, and future targeted rates o f proficiency, were
determ ined using the school-w ide rate o f proficiency for that school identified at the 20*
percentile. W hile this technique guaranteed 80% o f all school-wide m easurem ents
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achieved the targeted rate o f proficiency that first m easurem ent year, subgroup baseline
perform ance w as ignored, w ith a single subgroup not meeting the targeted rate o f
proficiency all that w ould be necessary for the entire school to not make AYP.
A trem endous am ount o f inform ation is lost when considering rates o f proficieney
only. U sing a scale score o f 300, on a 100-500 range, as the single metric failed to
recognize differences that were obvious w hen using m ean reading and m ean m ath scale
scores. The com parison o f mean reading and m ean math scale scores within
hom ogeneous clusters o f schools, as dem onstrated in this work, provided the accuracy
necessary to determ ine levels o f significance, w hich would be required to accurately
determine w hich schools were progressing tow ard narrowing and possibly elim inating the
achievem ent gap.
To provide valid results the num ber o f samples is a major concern, especially in
high stakes situations such as NCLB. C urrent N evada policy requires that schools report
the performance o f subgroups w ith 25 or m ore students. The m inim um n-count o f 25
was included to insure previously ignored populations, such as m inority and special
needs populations, were not ignored, while at the same time providing valid results, as 25
is near the point w here the t or z table stabilizes.
Evaluations using clusters o f hom ogeneous schools, in m ost instances, elim inated
the negative im pact associated with small subgroup size. The African Am erican cluster
sampled a m inim um o f 66 students at H oggard ES with a m axim um o f 160 students
evaluated at Tartan ES. The Hispanic cluster sampled a m inim um o f 119 students at
M ountain V iew ES with a m axim um o f 389 students sampled at Ronnow ES while the
W hite cluster evaluated a m inim um o f 137 students at Parsons ES and a m axim um o f 381
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students sam pled at W alker ES. The Asian cluster achieved the m inim um n-count for
the state o f N evada, with a sample size o f 25 students at Thiroit ES, w hile having a
maxim um A sian sample group o f 199 at Alamo ES. The lEP subgroup was also near the
m inim um n-count for N evada, w ith 26 students sam pled at Hinm an ES and a m axim um
lEP sample group o f 72 students at H eckethom ES. W hile the A sian and lEP subgroup
m inim um n-counts were near the minimum subgroup size for N evada, they were
nonetheless valid and therefore appropriate for reporting purposes.
It is im portant to note the cluster results found in this study w ere unique and
significant to Clark County School District, with the potential for different results using a
sim ilar procedure with data from another school district. While small populations o f
Am erican Indian students justified the exclusion o f that subgroup from this study, another
district m ay have a significant American Indian population and therefore require the
subgroup be included. Also, due to large enrollm ents o f poor, non-English speaking
Hispanic populations, the multicollinearity found betw een Hispanic, LEP, and FRL m ight
have been unique to Clark County School D istrict elem entary schools.

W hile the focus

o f this study was to exam ine differences between urban elementary schools located in
hom ogeneous clusters w ithin the Clark County School District, it is im portant to note
differences m ay also be found between districts, m aking each district and school unique
dependent upon enrollment.
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Question 2 and 3: Does a Statistically Significant Difference in M ean Reading or
M ean M ath CRT Scale Scores Exist W ithin Homogeneous
Clusters o f Five or M ore Schools?
The intention o f this study was to cluster similar schools and, once clustered,
determine if m ean reading or m ean m ath scale scores could be used to determ ine
significant differences between schools located w ithin homogeneous subsets. As has
been dem onstrated, schools w ithin hom ogeneous clusters were identified as achieving
above or below expectations in both reading and math, w ith levels o f significance used to
determine levels o f achievem ent. C ertain schools performed at extremes above or below
expectations, requiring exclusion as outliers, while others dem onstrated higher or lower
levels o f significance, with the m ajority achieving at or near average. It w as found that
clusters containing sm aller numbers o f schools provided results that were easily
interpreted while clusters containing larger num bers o f schools were quite com plex,
generating long lists o f schools with statistically significant relationships, m aking it
difficult to determ ine cu to ff values with confidence.
To accom plish this task, schools at extreme levels o f significance, both above and
below, were identified as such and rem oved from the data set. Once rem oved, the
assum ption was made that any significance shared between elim inated school and
rem aining schools no longer existed. A fter all schools exhibiting extrem e levels o f
significance were identified and rem oved, the rem aining schools were assum ed to be at or
near cluster mean reading or m ean m ath scale score expectations. Therefore, schools
found to have m ean reading or m ean m ath scale scores significantly greater than
subgroup expectations were identified as such and removed; those found to have mean
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reading or m ean math scale scores significantly less than subgroup expectations were
identified as such and removed; with all rem aining schools identified as dem onstrating,
statistically speaking, average m ean reading or mean m ath scale scores.

African Am erican A nalysis
The A frican American subgroup formed a unique, hom ogeneous cluster o f 14
schools contained in cluster 4, with a universal m ean reading scale score o f 256.62 and a
universal m ean math scale score o f 259.51. Located in this cluster w ere Booker ES,
Carson ES, Elizondo ES, Fitzgerald ES, Kelly ES, G ilbert ES, H oggard ES, M ackey ES,
Priest ES, Reed ES, Tartan ES, W atson ES, W ilhelm ES, and W endell W illiam s ES.
While no schools were identified as having reading scale scores outliers, K elly ES and
Fitzgerald ES were identified as having math scale score outliers w ith m ean math scale
scores below expected distributions while H oggard ES was identified as having a math
scale score outlier above expected distributions. Therefore, for analysis purposes Kelly
ES, Fitzgerald ES and Hoggard ES were rem oved from the m ath data set.
Had this type o f analysis been used to evaluate the AYP academ ic perform ance
for those schools identified in the African A m erican cluster, H oggard ES and M ackey ES
would have been identified as achieving above expectations in reading and m ath with
Booker ES identified as overachieving in reading only and Gilbert ES identified as
overachieving in m ath only. Kelly ES and Fitzgerald ES w ould have been identified as
underachieving in reading and m ath with Elizondo ES identified as underachieving in
reading only and Tartan ES underachieving in M ath only. All rem aining sehools in the
African A m erican cluster would have mean reading and m ean m ath scale scores that
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were statistically sim ilar and therefore suitable for classification as m aking AYP,
assuming all additional criteria, such as participation rate and average daily attendance,
had been met.

A sian Subgroup Analysis
The A sian subgroup was identified as a unique, homogeneous cluster o f 28
schools contained in cluster 3, with a universal m ean reading scale score o f 318.72 and a
universal mean m ath scale score o f 340.37. Located w ithin this cluster o f schools was
Alam o ES, Bass ES, Batterman ES, Beatty ES, B endorf ES, Roger Bryan ES, Cartwright
ES, Decker ES, D iskin ES, M arion Earl ES, Frias ES, Gehring ES, Givens ES, Goolsby
ES, Goynes ES, H ayes ES, Hummel ES, Iverson ES, Jydstrup ES, Kim ES, M endoza ES,
Ries ES, Rogers ES, Tanaka ES, Thiroit ES, Treem ES, W hitney ES, and W olff ES.
Thiroit ES was identified as an outlier in both reading and math w ith m ean scale scores
below expected distributions while B endorf ES was identified as a math outlier w ith a
m ath scale score above expected distributions. For analysis purposes Thiroit ES was
removed from the reading and math data set w ith B endorf ES rem oved from math data
set only.
Again using levels o f significance to evaluate adequate yearly progress, assum ing
all additional criteria had been satisfied, B endorf ES, Givens ES, and Goolsby ES w ould
have been identified as achieving above expectations in both reading and math with
Rodgers achieving above expectations in m ath only. Thiroit ES and D iskin ES w ould
have been identified as achieving below standards in both reading and m ath with Jydstrup
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ES below standards in math only. All other schools in the Asian cluster would,
statistically speaking, have sim ilar reading and m ath scale scores.

Hispanic Subgroup A nalysis
Cluster 5 formed a unique, hom ogeneous subgroup o f 49 schools representative o f
the Hispanic, LEP, and FRL subgroups w ith a universal mean reading scale score o f
259.01 and a universal m ean m ath scale score o f 277.22. Included in the Hispanic cluster
was Bell ES, Bracken ES, Cahlan ES, Cambeiro ES, Cortez ES, Craig ES, Crestwood ES,
Culley ES, Dailey ES, Dearing ES, Detwiler ES, Edw ards ES, G ragson ES, Harmon ES,
Herron ES, H ew etson ES, Hollingsworth ES, Ira Earl ES, Jeffers ES, Lake ES, Lincoln
ES, Long ES, Lunt ES, Lynch ES, M anch ES, M cCall ES, M oore ES, M ountain V iew
ES, Park ES, Petersen ES, Pittm an ES, Red Rock ES, R onnow ES, Ronzone ES, Rowe
ES, Rundle ES, Snyder ES, Squires ES, Sunrise Acres ES, Tom W illiam s ES, Tate ES,
Thom as ES, Tw in Lakes ES, U llom ES, Vegas V erdes ES, W arren ES, W engert ES,
W oolley ES, and W ynn ES. To avoid bias resulting from influence o f outliers on seale
score distributions Cahlan ES was removed from the H ispanic reading and math ANOVA
procedure w ith scale scores above expected distributions while Petersen ES was rem oved
from the Hispanic math A NOVA procedure w ith a scale score below expected
distributions.
The large num ber o f schools in the Hispanic cluster made it difficult to determ ine
which schools were significantly above or below expected distributions. Cahlan ES,
identified as an outlier in both reading and math, was clearly perform ing above
expectations. Also perform ing above expectations in both reading and m ath was Harmon
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ES, Crestwood ES, Tw in Lakes ES, Lincoln ES, and Red Rock ES. A chieving above
expectations in reading only was Bracken ES and Edwards ES w ith Gragson ES and
Vegas Verdes ES achieving above expectations in math only.
Petersen ES was identified and rem oved as an outlier w ith m ean reading and
m ean math scale scores below expected distributions. Also achieving below
expectations in both reading and math was Jeffers ES, M anch ES, Bell ES, Culley ES,
and Lunt ES. A chieving below expectations in reading only was H erron ES w ith W ynn
ES and H ollingsw orth ES achieving below expectations in math only. All rem aining
schools in the H ispanic cluster were, statistically speaking, similar.
As previous analysis has dem onstrated, the Hispanic cluster is strongly correlated
to, and therefore representative of, the LEP subgroup. The lim itations introduced when
testing non-English speaking students with an English-only assessm ent may call into
question the reliability and validity o f the m ean reading and m ean m ath scale scores for
those schools identified in the Hispanic cluster. It is possible this construct irrelevant
com ponent m ay have distorted the results from a measure o f reading or math abilities to a
measure o f English proficiency. Therefore, caution should be taken when interpreting
results from the H ispanic cluster w ith further analysis into test reliability and validity
suggested.

W hite Subgroup Analysis
The W hite subgroup was identified as a unique, hom ogeneous cluster o f 30
schools contained in cluster 2, with a universal mean reading scale score o f 325.91 and a
universal m ean math scale score o f 341.04. Included in the W hite cluster was Bilbray
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ES, Bonner ES, Richard Bryan ES, Conners ES, D avid Cox ES, D am ell ES, Derfelt ES,
Eisenberg ES, Galloway ES, G ibson ES, Hill ES, Jacobson ES, Lam ping ES, Lummis
ES, M ay ES, M cDoniel ES, M orrow ES, N ew ton ES, Ober ES, Parson ES, Piggott ES,
Rhodes ES, Scherkenbach ES, Staton ES, Glen Taylor ES, Tobler ES, Tom iyasu ES,
Twitchell ES, V anderburg ES, and W alker ES. AU schools in the W hite cluster were
found w ithin the outlier extrem e values for both reading and math, allow ing the full
cluster o f schools to be included in the A N O V A procedures.
As w ith the Hispanic cluster, the large num ber o f schools, along w ith the laek o f
outliers, made identification o f significance difficult. W hat was apparent was Twitchell
ES, Staton ES, Ober ES, Lam ping ES and V anderburg ES all dem onstrated mean reading
and mean m ath scale scores that w ere above expected values w ith Lum m is ES and
Scherkenbach ES achieving above expectations in reading only while M cDoniel ES
achieved above expectations in m ath only. Tobler ES, D am ell ES, Tom iyasu ES, and
Galloway ES all performed below expectations in both reading and m ath w ith W alker ES
performing below expectations in reading only and Parson ES, Rhodes ES, and Hill ES
performing below expectations in m ath only. The rem aining schools contained in the
White cluster dem onstrated m ean reading and m ean math scale scores that were
statistically similar.

lE P Subgroup A nalysis
The final cluster group w as the 35 schools identified as enrolling larger than
expected populations o f students having individualized education plans (lEP). Included
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in the lEP cluster was Adcock ES, Allen ES, Antonello ES, Bartlett ES, Beckley ES, Carl
ES, Christensen ES, Cozine ES, Deskin ES, Dondero ES, Dooley ES, Perron ES, Fyfe
ES, Garehim e ES, G riffith ES, Heard ES, H eckethom ES, Hickey ES, H inm an ES, Kahre
ES, K atz ES, K esterson ES, M artin L. King ES, M ack ES, M artinez ES, M cCaw ES,
M cW illiam s ES, N eal ES, Roberts ES, Hal Smith ES, Sewell ES, Helen Smith ES,
Stanford ES, Tarr ES, and Robert Taylor ES. W ith a universal m ean reading scale score
o f 232.17 and a universal mean math scale score o f 250.99, all schools w ere below the
extrem e values necessary for identification as outliers in reading and math, allow ing all
schools to be included in the ANOVA procedure.
From the 35 schools located in the lEP cluster, H eckethom ES, Roberts ES, and
Kahre ES dem onstrated achievem ent above expectations in reading and m ath w ith Helen
Smith ES achieving above expectations in reading only while D ooley ES and Garehim e
ES achieved above expectations in math only. The lEP cluster schools dem onstrating
mean scale scores below expectations in reading and math included Griffith ES, M artinez
ES, and M cW illiam s ES w ith Fyfe ES perform ing below expectations in reading only and
M cCaw ES perform ing below expectations in math only. The rem aining schools
identified as enrolling larger than average lEP populations had m ean reading or m ean
m ath seale scores that were similar.

Conclusions
The N o Child Left Behind Act was introduced to address the achievem ent gap
that exists betw een eertain ethnie and special needs populations. In its current form,
NCLB requires standardized m ethodologies to annually evaluate the perform ance o f
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schools regardless o f student profile or circumstanees. Included in this evaluation is the
performance o f all m ajor subgroups, w hich include Am eriean Indian, Asian, Hispanie,
African Am erican, W hite, lEP, LEP and FRL. W hile designed to narrow the
achievem ent gap, with em phasis placed on eventually eliminating the academ ic disparity
between m inority and nonm inority students, as well as disadvantaged children and their
more advantaged peers, no provisions were ineluded to aeeom m odate the aehievem ent
gap that currently exists.
This w ork in no way suggests NCLB has had a negative im paet on sehools or
districts, and in fact supports the program. In a Septem ber 25, 2007 letter from the U.S.
D epartm ent o f Education, Secretary o f Education M argaret Spelling com m ends educators
on the significant progress in reading and m ath since the im plem entation o f NCLB. She
states “ Student aehievem ent is on the rise. Any efforts to weaken accountability would
fly in the face o f rising achievem ent”. She further points out that 48 states and the
District o f C olum bia have either im proved or held steady in reading and math
achievem ent since the im plem entation o f NCLB (Spelling, 2007).
W hile not an attack on N CLB, this w ork nonetheless identifies weaknesses that
must be addressed. A nyone w ith an elem entary know ledge o f statistics can accept the
overall gains suggested by Secretary Spelling. U nfortunately, the U. S. Departm ent o f
Education tends to focus on aggregated groups o f students and schools, w ith little
attention being placed on individual schools enrolling large m inority or special-needs
populations.
Schools were evaluated under N CLB guidelines for the first tim e at the close o f
the 2002-2003 school year, with the fifth year o f a school being identification as in need
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o f im provem ent a trigger for preparation for restructuring. Currently, N evada has not
defined specific guidelines for restructuring, with options including reopening as a
charter school, reconstitution (replacing all or m ost o f staff), contracting w ith a
management com pany such as Edison Schools, turning over operations to the State
Departm ent o f Education, or other methods consistent with N C LB (N orthw est Regional
Educational Laboratory, 2005). Regardless o f the procedure selected, the language o f
NCLB requires states to enforce at least one o f the restructuring options during the sixth
consecutive year o f not making AYP.
The 2007-2008 school year marks the sixth year o f evaluation under N CLB,
meaning schools that have consistently failed to achieve AYP will be entering needs
im provem ent year 5 at the close o f the school year. Regardless o f the option N evada
Departm ent o f Education selects for restructuring, controversy will m ost certainly follow.
W hile not specifically investigated, m any o f the schools with the potential to enter
restructuring at the close o f the 2007-2008 school year may in fact be identified in this
study as perform ing above expectations relative to populations served. Had alternative
m ethods been considered throughout the program, schools may have been identified as
not making AYP under standardized procedures, but nonetheless narrow ed the
achievem ent gap, w hich could have possibly delayed restructuring procedures.

A s th is study has d em on strated , th e use o f m ean read in g and m ean m ath sc a le
sco res in stead o f p ercen t proficient can p ro v id e data that better defines the a ch iev em en t
gap . which w o u ld a lso a ssist in quantifying the a ca d em ic p erfo rm a n ce o f sc h o o ls
en ro llin g sim ilar p op u la tio n s. C om p arin g the current rate o f p r o fic ie n c y for schools at
the lower end o f the achievem ent gap to the universal targeted rate o f p r o fic ie n c y m ay
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result in schools appearing to perform below standards whereas com paring mean reading
or mean math scale scores relative to schools with similar populations may provide an
opposite outcome. It is im portant to consider schools with large, hom ogeneous m inority
populations also enroll, and therefore com m only report, the performance o f special
populations such as lEP, LEP, and FRL, which are simply small samples from the larger
minority groups. W hile the probability o f not m aking AYP increases with each additional
reported subgroup, subgroup reporting rules place schools enrolling large diverse
populations at a disadvantage.
NCLB is scheduled for reauthorization during the 2007-2008 school year. In a
report released by the Governm ent Printing Office titled “Building on Results: A
Blueprint for Strengthening the N o Child Left Behind Act (GPO/LPS79571, 2007)”.
Secretary Spelling offers suggestions to consider during reauthorization. One such
suggestion is the use o f growth m odels, which would give credit to students and schools
that dem onstrate a narrow ing o f the achievem ent gap. This study has established a
method that would create baseline values and possibly monitor progress. The single
drawback would be methods that are not understandable and interpretable to the
stakeholders. The current use o f percent proficient is easily understood whereas
introducing a grow-th com ponent such as the one used in this study adds a level o f
com plexity that could make interpretation o f results difficult.
Also included in Secretary Spelling's reauthorization com ments are provisions for
addressing the achievem ent o f non-English speaking students and students with lE P's. It
has been suggested schools will receive recognition for making significant progress in
m oving students tow ard English proficiency with lEP students possibly given the option
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o f testing using m odified achievement standards. Both suggestions directly address
deficiencies identified in this work and would possibly rectify issues encountered with
non-English speaking and special education students.
W hile acknowledging an achievem ent gap exists, NCLB provides no provisions
to accom m odate schools performing at the low er end o f the achievem ent scale, m aking it
difficult if not im possible for low perform ing schools to catch-up within the allocated
tim e frame o f on or before the 2013-2014 school year. It is im portant to be cognizant o f
across-subgroup performance, and manage an already existing aehievem ent gap, while at
the same time recognizing achievem ent w ithin select subgroups. Valuable infoim ation
is lost when recognition is not applied to schools operating within a few city blocks o f
one another, enrolling sim ilar groups o f students, yet perform ing at opposite ends o f the
academic spectrum.

Recom mendations for Further Studv
1. This study has identified groups o f sehools as sim ilar in all respects w ith the
exception o f aehievem ent. Schools located in narrow geographic areas, enrolling
sim ilar groups o f students, should not dem onstrate statistically significant differences
in achievem ent. Any situation where the w ithin-cluster aehievem ent differs
significantly suggests something other than student dem ographics may account for
the disparity. A qualitative research study could be designed that w ould investigate
the quality o f relationships, unique activities, distinctive situations, and academic
programs at schools dem onstrating significant differences in m ean reading or mean
m ath scale score.
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A recom m endation for further study eould begin w ith identification o f the
phenom enon to be studied, in this ease the disparity in reading or m ath seale scores,
followed w ith identifying the subgroup cluster and schools to be studied. The study
should progress with form ulation o f a prelim inary hypothesis, collect data, analyze
the collected data, and draw conclusions based upon findings. Considering the
schools under study dem onstrate sim ilar dem ographic profiles, draw n from narrow
geographic areas, the assum ption can be made all confounding variables outside the
school environm ent will rem ain constant. Therefore, causation should be confined to
factors related to the school environm ent such as school culture, academ ic program s
adopted, adm inistrative practices, staff experience, or leadership style. O f course, this
is not an exhaustive list as there could be a variety o f factors interfering w ith student
academic success or failure.
2. Each year sehools are assigned a designation based upon perform ance on state
mandated testing. The designation could be adequate if the school was proficient in
all areas, w atch if it is their first year o f not m eeting standards as required through
NCLB, or in need o f im provem ent year n, with n dependent upon how many
consecutive years the school has not achieved standards. The designation is assigned
based upon percent proficient, using standard adopted methodologies, w ith no
consideration for population served. This study perform ed a sim ilar evaluation, using
the m ean reading and m ean m ath seale scores from the same data set, with
recognition for achieving above or below expectations based upon population served.
It is quite possible the alternative approach in this study had an influence on school
designations.
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As we enter the sixth year o f N CLB, certain schools w ill be in a position to face
restrueturing. A recom m endation for further study m ight include com paring and
contrasting designations based upon the tw o m ethods outlined in this study. Using
student data from the 2002-2003, 2003-2004, and 2004-2005 school years, cluster
m em bership could be confirm ed or denied based upon dem ographic changes and,
using mean reading and m ean math seale scores, inter-cluster school progress could
be tracked. Sehools that consistently perform above expectations, relative to
respective cluster, should also have a favorable designation, as determ ined through
NCLB. Conversely, sehools that consistently perform below expectations, relative to
respective cluster, should have an unfavorable designation, as determ ined through
NCLB. This study would confirm or deny the m ethodologies currently used to
evaluate sehools under NCLB reflect com parable results when evaluating schools
based upon perform ance relative to schools with sim ilar dem ographic profiles.
3. In this study the Hispanic subgroup w as by far the largest m inority group,
representing 38.67% o f the assessed population, w ith non-English speaking students
representing 27.80% o f the assessed population. As was dem onstrated earlier, the
correlation between Hispanic and LEP w as strong enough to com bine subgroups,
with Hispanic representative o f Hispanic and LEP. Testing non-English speaking
students with English-only assessm ents introduces construct irrelevant com ponents
that reflects in part current levels o f English proficiency instead o f reading or m ath
abilities (A m erican Educational Research A ssociation, 2004). The practice o f testing
non-English speaking students w ith English only assessm ents is further reflected in
standard 9.1 o f the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (A m eriean
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Educational Research A ssociation, 2004) w hich states “Testing practice should be
designed to reduce threats to the reliability and validity o f test score inferences that
m ay arise from language differences,” m eaning any inferences introduced concerning
a non-English speaking students abilities are inappropriate w hen using English-only
assessm ents.
Considering the com bination o f a large H ispanic population and the correlation
between H ispanic and LEP, a recom m endation for further study could include a
reliability and validity test o f the Hispanic subgroup. The suggestion includes
Hispanic only as an argum ent can already be m ade concerning the lack o f reliability
and validity when testing non-English speaking students with an English only
assessm ent. Further testing to verify that fact seems pointless.
Test reliability could be m easured using one o f two methods. The test-retest
procedure sim ply requires adm inistering two sim ilar but different tests and recording
the correlation betw een them. A strong enough correlation would signify reliability
(Vogt, 1999). The second m ethod would be the som ewhat m ore com plicated test o f
internal consistency, w hich involves testing the correlation between groups o f
equivalent questions and com puting the correlation using C ronbach’s A lpha (Vogt,
1999). V alidity refers to the degree the m easurem ent instrum ent is accurately
m easuring w hat it was designed to measure. M ore specifically, construct validity
refers to how well an assessm ent can be interpreted as a m easure o f an attribute or
quality for w hich it is operationally defined (Vogt, 1999). English-only reading and
m ath tests are designed to test the reading and m ath skills o f English-speaking
students and will not test the reading and m ath abilities o f students that non-English
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or lim ited English speaking. W hile tests to m easure construct validity can be quite
com plieated, a simple suggestion m ight be a correlation test between the reading and
math tCRT and the Language A ssessm ent Scales (LAS), an assessm ent adm inistered
annually to all CCSD non-English speaking students. A positive correlation between
performance on the reading or math CRT to the LAS w ould provide the operational
measure necessary to verify w hether construct validity does or does not exist.
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